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ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
OF THE 
Prairie View State Normal 
and Industrial College 
FOR THE 
SCHOOL YEAR,  1905-1906 
With Announcements for the School Session 
Beginning September 13, 1905, 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS.  
WALLER COUNTY.  
GALVESTON,  TEXAS:  
CLARKE & COURTS,  MFG.  STATIONERS.  
1905 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
The government of the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial 
College is vested in a Board of Directors, consisting of eight members, 
appointed by the Governor of the State, the Commissioner of Agricul­
ture, Insurance, Statistics and History being ex-officio a member. 
They are "selected from different sections of the State, and hold office 
for two years, and until their successors are qualified." 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD. 
HON. MARION SANSOM, President, 
Alvarado, Texas. 
HON. F. A. REICHARDT, 
Houston, Texas. 
HON. A. J. BROWN, 
Dallas, Texas. 
HON. GEO. T. JESTER, 
Corsicana, Texas. 
HON. K. K. LEGGETT, 
Abilene, Texas. 
HON.-L. D. AMSLER, 
Hempstead, Texas. 
HON. A. HAIDUSEK, 
La Grange, Texas. 
HON. W. J. CLAY, 
Austin, Texas. 
PRAIRIE VIEW COMMITTEE. 
HON. F. A. REICHARDT, Chairman. 
HON. L. D. AMSLER. 
HON. A. HAIDUSEK. 
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Prair ie  View Normal  Col lege—Law Establ ishing Course,  
and Making Appropriat ions Therefor .  
S. B. No. 17.]—An Act to establish and maintain a four-year college course of 
classical and scientific studies at the Prairie View Normal and Industrial Col­
lege at Prairie View, Waller County, Texas. 
Beit enacted by the Legislature of the State of Texas: 
That the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars for the first year and 
eighteen hundred dollars for the second year be set apart and is hereby 
appropriated out of the general revenue for the inauguration and main­
tenance of a four-year college course of classical and scientific studies 
at the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, to which 
graduates of the normal course shall be admitted without examination 
and to which others may be admitted after having passed a satisfactory 
examination in the branches comprised in the normal course; provided, 
that no State student shall be admitted to the privileges of the said 
course, and provided further, that the diploma conferred on the com­
pletion of the said course shall entitle the holder without other or fur­
ther examination to teach in any of the colored public free schools of 
the State. 
Approved March 28, 1901. 
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE. 
S. H. B. No. 379.]—An Act to amend Articles 3886 and 3887, of Chapter 5, of 
Title 86, of the Revised Statutes of the State of Texas, relating to the Normal 
School for Colored Teachers at Prairie View. 
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Texas: 
SECTION 1. That Articles 3886 and 3887, Chapter S, of Title 86, of 
the Revised Civil Statutes of the State of Texas be so amended as that 
same will hereafter read as follows: 
Article 3886. Said board of directors shall admit one student from 
each Senatorial district, who shall be appointed by the Senator repre­
senting said district, and one student from each Representative dis­
trict, who shall be appointed by the member of the Legislature repre­
senting said district; provided, that where there are more than one 
Representative in a district each Representative of such district shall 
appoint one student, said students to be taken from the colored popula­
tion of this State, which said students shall not be less than sixteen 
years of age at the time of their admission; provided, the said school 
shall hereafter be called and known as "Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College." 
Article 3887. Said board shall appoint a principal teacher and 
such assistant teacher or teachers of said school and such other officers 
of said school as may be necessary, and shall make such rules, by-laws 
and regulations for the government of said school as they deem neces­
sary and proper, and shall regulate the course of study and the man­
ner of performing labor to be performed by the students, and shall pro­
vide for the board and lodging and instruction to the students, without 
pecuniary charge to them, other than that each student shall be re­
quired to pay one-third of the cost of said board, lodging and instruc­
tion, quarterly, in advance, and said board of directors shall regulate 
the course of discipline necessary to enforce the faithful discharge of 
the duties of all officers, teachers, students and employes of the 
school, and shall have the same printed and circulated for the benefit of 
the people of the State and the officers, teachers, students and em­
ployes of said school. 
SEC. 2. The near approach of the end of the session, and the 
crowded condition of the calendar of both houses of the Legislature, 
and the improbability that this bill can be reached in its order on three 
several days in each house, and the great need and demand for the pas­
sage of this act, creates an emergency and an imperative public neces­
sity exists for the suspension of the constitutional rule requiring bills 
to be read on three several days in each house, and said rule is so sus­
pended. 
Approved June 6, 1899. 
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FACULTY AND ASSISTANTS—1904-1905. 
FACULTY. 
E. L. BLACKSHEAR, Principal, 
Pedagogy. 
W. B. WOODRUFF, Assistant Principal, 
Agricultural Department. 
C. W. LUCKIE, 
English and Latin. 
J. T. HODGES, 
Mathematics. 
J. H. CRAWFORD, 
Natural and Physical Sciences. 
H. M. TARVER, 
History. 
E. H. HOLMES, 
Mechanical Department. 
MISS CALLIE WILLIS, 
Sewing and Millinery Department. 
MISS MABEL BOHANON, 
Department of Cooking and Domestic Economy. 
ASSISTANTS. 
PAUL BLEDSOE, Science. 
-MISS A. L. EVANS, English. 
R. L. ISAACS, Mathematics. 
W. C. ROLLINS, Pedagogy. 
A. F. FLEWELLYN, Blacksmithing. 
J. W. TOWNES, Carpentry. 
R. H. HINES, Agriculture. 
MISS AVELONIA ELLIS, Sewing.. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
OFFICERS. 
MISS HARRIET F. KIMBRO, Preceptress. 
J. H. MORRISON, M. D. 
Physician. 
W. C. ROLLINS, 
Secretary. 
R. L. ISAACS, 
Monitor. 
H. C. ALDRIDGE, 
Steward. 
MRS. A. E. BOHANON, 
Matron. 
E. H. MATTHEWS, 
Foreman of Laundry. 
R. W. JAMES, 
Foreman of Farm. 
' PAUL BLEDSOE, 
Librarian. 
MRS. L. A. TARVER, 
Music Teacher. 
J. H. CRAWFORD, 
Secretary of the Faculty. 
C. W. LUCKIE, 
Bookkeeper. , 
E. L. BLACKSHEAR, 
Local Treasurer. 
G. 0. SAUNDERS, 
Electrician. 
STUDENT ASSISTANTS. 
J. J. McCOY, Tailoring. 
' S. E. COOPER, Broom and Mattress-Making. 
LORENZO WILLIAMS, Shoemaking. 
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CALENDAR FOR 1905-1906. 
S C H O O L  Y E A R ,  S E P T E M B E R  13, 1905, T O  J U N E  5, 1906. 
Fall Term—n Weeks and 4 days—September 13th to December 2d, 1903. 
Wednesday, September 13th—Formal opening; registering and matri­
culation of students; payment of entrance fees and board. 
Thursday and Friday, September 14th and 15th—Entrance examina­
tions. 
Friday, October 6th—Monthly examinations; pay-day. 
Friday, November 3d—Monthly examinations. 
Monday, November 6th—Pay-day. 
Thursday, November 30th—State holiday—Thanksgiving Day. 
Friday and Saturday, December 1st and 2d—Term examinations. 
December 2d—Fall term ends. Term report issued. 
Winter Term—12 Weeks and 4 days—December 2, 1903, to February 28, 1906. 
Monday, December 4th—Pay-day; State students pay second in­
stallment. 
Monday,' December 25th—State holiday—Christmas Day. 
Monday, January 1, 1906—State holiday—New Year's Day. 
Saturday, January 6th—Pay-day. 
Friday, January 27th—Monthly examinations. 
Tuesday, February 6th—Pay-day. 
Thursday, February 22d—State holiday—Washington's Birthday. 
Tuesday and Wednesday, February 27th and 28th—Term examina­
tions. 
February 28th—Winter term ends. Term report issued. 
Spring Term—13 Weeks and 6 days—February 28th to June 5th, 1906. 
Thursday, March 6th—Pay-day; State students pay third installment. 
Friday, March 2d—State holiday—Texas Independence Day. 
Friday, March 30th—Monthly examinations; Pay-day. 
Saturday, April 7th—Pay-day. 
Saturday, April 21st—State holiday—San Jacinto Day. 
Friday, April 27th—Monthly examinations. 
Saturday, May 5th—Pay-day. 
Wednesday and Thursday, May 30th and 31st—Final examination. 
Term report issued. 
Closing Exercises. 
Sunday, June 3d, 11 A. M.—Commencement sermon. 
Monday, June 4th, 2 P. M—Industrial exhibits. 
Monday, June 4th, 5 P. M.—Business session of the Alumni Associa­
tion. 
Monday, June 4th, 8 P. M.—Undergraduate program. 
Tuesday, June 5th, 11 A. M.—Commencement day exercises, award­
ing of certificates and diplomas by President Board of Directors of 
A. andM. College. 
Tuesday, June 5th, 8 P. M.—Public program of Alumni Association. 
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ALUMNI.  
CLASS OF 1885. 
Armstrong, Samuel W Physician Dallas. 
Fairchild, Nettie V. (Burford) Teaching Houston City Schools. 
Gibbs, Alfred E Minister of Gospel Waller County. 
Henderson, Nat Q Deputy Revenue Collector. ... Galveston. 
Stamps, Perry A Minister Marlin. 
Whitaker, Kate J. (Clay) Teaching Montgomery. 
CLASS OF 1886. 
•Arthur, James A Taught Burnet County. 
Dial, Caesar A Teaching Anderson County. 
Ewell, Sallie A. R. (Starks) Taught Dallas County. 
Freeman, Maggie B. (Williams) Galveston. 
•Johns, Judge D Taught Prairie View. 
Monroe, Lizzie E. (Bunn) Chicago, 111. 
Newton, Alex N Teaching Brazos County. 
Smith, Ella S. (Thompson) Teaching Denison, Grayson County. 
Thomas, Lizzie E. (Lashwah) Teaching Austin City Schools. 
•Wilson, Johnnie A Taught Galveston County. 
•Webb, Frank J., Jr Physician Washington, D. C. 
Williams, J. Calvin Teaching San Jacinto County. 
CLASS OF 1887. 
Anderson, Rufus G Teaching Terrell. 
Brooks, James L Teaching Smith County. 
•Brock, Eliza E. (Ferguson) 
•Campbell, Lewis C 
Demuskes, Albert D Teaching Gonzales County. 
•Dibble, Jeanetta B. (Mosley) Taught Smith County. 
Daniel, Peter W Teaching San Jacinto County. 
•Fairchild, Georgia Taught Houston City Schools. 
•Ferrill, David G Dentist Houston. 
Frazier, Wales W Teaching Jasper County. 
Harper, Richard F Teaching Wharton County. 
Johnson, Wade Teaching. ... Prin. Bonham City Schools. 
Jenkins, Lucius Teaching Gregg County. 
King, William H Teaching Limestone County. 
Knight, Edward Messenger. .War Dep't, Washington, D. C. 
Moseley, Jessie M Physician Denison. 
Madison, Ada O. (Hubbard) Teaching Austin. 
Shaw, Celia G. (Kealing) Philadelphia. 
•Scott, Benj. H., Jr 
Turner, George W Messenger, U. S. A., San Antonio, Texas. 
Wheatley, Dennis S Teaching San Jacinto County. 
•Wilson, Maggie L Taught Robertson County. 
CLASS OF 1888. 
•Benton, Joseph Deaf, Dumb and Blind Asylum.. Austin. 
Collins, Thos. A Teaching Williamson County. 
Daule, Eugene A Teaching Polk County. 
Davis, Samuel L Teaching Cuero. 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1888—Continued. 
Doty, Edward S Teaching : . .Collin County. 
Freeman, John A Teaching Brazos County. 
Grumbles, John A Route Agent San Antonio. 
Holland, Robert E. L Physician , Temple. 
Howard, Thomas A Teaching Tyler County. 
Lloyd, Henry D Principal Jacksonville 
Penred, Marion H Principal Floresville. 
Pollard, Fannie C. (Anderson) Austin. 
Pollard, Thomas T Teaching Jefferson County. 
Spiller, Oscar C Physician Waco. 
Taylor, Mattie E. (Fields) Cameron, Mo. 
Vandergraff, Bessie B. (Sublett) Washington, D. C. 
Wilkinson, Jefferson E Teaching Leon County. 
Williams, Cornelius J Lawyer Galveston. 
Wilson, Daniel W Lawyer Houston. 
Wolf, Wilson W New York. 
CLASS OF 1889. 
Campbell, Richard A Teaching San Antonio. 
Edmerson, Daniel G Teaching Brazos County. 
Holland, William H Teaching Montgomery County. 
Hodges, James T Professor Mathematics, Prairie View. 
Hilliard, Asa G Principal School Bay City. 
*Hudson, Felix L Panola County. 
Jenkins, Thomas J Teaching Gregg County. 
Kirkpatrick, Andrew J Teaching Sherman City Schools. 
Lanier, George W Teaching Navarro County. 
Moore, John R Physician Tyler. 
Speaker, Jefferson H Teaching Wharton County. 
Taylor, Jubal L., Sr Principal Montgomery. 
Tarver, H. M Teaching Brenham. 
Watson, George W In Business Navasota. 
CLASS OF 1890. 
•Arthur, Drew Colorado County. 
•Brown, Robert B McLennan County. 
Broyles, Hattie L Teaching Gregg County. 
Fraction, Wallace E Principal Livingston City-Schools. 
Holland, Tobe B Teaching Anderson County. 
•Jackson. Carrie (Rhone) Taught Waller County. 
Miller, William E Teaching. ... Prin. Houston City Schools. 
Moton, Jonas S Prof. Math., Lincoln Inst., Jefferson, Mo. 
Pickard, Abram R Teaching Washington County. 
Ryan, James D Teaching Houston High School. 
Sweatt, James'L Route Agent Houston. 
Whiting, Lott R Teaching Washington County 
Winters, Perry A Teaching Robertson County. 
CLASS OF 1891. 
•Baker, Minnie M. (Coffin) Marshall, Harrison County. 
Cokely, Violet (Hughes) Taught Fort Worth. 
Coleman, Sarah W Teaching Rusk County. 
Foster, Lewis L Teaching San Augustine. 
Holland, Carrie A (Crawford) Marlin. 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OK 1891—Continued. 
Morrow, Polly S Teaching Travis County. 
McBeth, Ellen A. (Barbour) Galveston. 
Pierce, S. V Teaching Cherokee County. 
Pickard, J. H Teaching Austin. 
Rogers, Martha A Teaching Palestine City Schools. 
Robinson, H. D Teaching Harrison County. 
Smith, A. M Principal Caldwell. 
Smith, W. J Principal Houston City Schools. 
Thompson, L. L Teaching ....Robertson County. 
Washington, Irene B. (Jenkins) '. Chicago. 
•Whittlesey, Eva A. (Donnell) Galveston. 
•Williams, T. L Principal Lampasas. 
By special action of the Board of Directors, the following Licentiates of Prairie 
View Normal School had diplomas issued them in lieu of certificates: 
Patterson, W. R., May 10, 1890. 
Anderson, J. R., May 10, 1890, Teaching, Harris County. 
Stewart, J. H., November 10, 1890, Principal Oak Cliff Schools. 
Rogers, M. M., July 6, 1891, Deputy Revenue Collector, LaGrange. 
Nash, L. A., July 6, 1891, Teaching, Burleson County. , 
*Sublett, D. L., June 3, 1892. 
•Patterson. G. W., June 3, 1892. 
CLASS OF 1892. 
Daniels, Delia A. (Abram) Teaching Oakwood. 
Green, Isham Teaching Fayette County. 
Kelley, John Q. A Clerk in War Dep't. . . . Jeffersonville, Ind. 
Lucas, Thomas C In business San Antonio. 
McVea, Henry M Principal Waelder. 
Waring. Joseph H Teaching Cass County. 
CLASS OF 1893. 
Black, Robert B Teaching Falls County. 
Chaney, Ida L. (Boone) Teaching Fayette County. 
Fairchilds, T. M Mail Clerk Houston. 
Harris, R. H Principal . . ." Pledger. 
Isaacs, R. L Teacher and Monitor Prairie View. 
Krause, J. H Teaching Brazoria County. 
N«bles, Minnie M. (Visor) Teaching Williamson County 
*Washington, P. A . .Taught '. . . .Fort Bend County. 
Wilkinson, Mary V Teaching Leon County. 
CLASS OP 1894. 
Charlton, T. J Principal Beaumont. 
Douglass, T. J Medical Student Philadelphia. 
•Foreman, Emma V. J Galveston County. 
Gates, S. H Route Agent Waco. 
Hall, Emma O Taught Dallas. 
Jenkins, W. B Teaching Fort Worth. 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1894—Continued. 
Lawrence, Blanche J Teaching Jackson County. 
McCall, W. T Principal Austin City Schools. 
Mims, O. M Teaching i . . . . .Brazos County. 
•Sayles, S. S Taught Jackson County. 
Thompson, T. T Mail Agent Palestine. 
Tucker, A. N Mail Clerk Fort Worth. 
CLASS OF 1895. 
Aycock, Bryant Y Principal Rockdale. 
Barrow, Callie D Teaching Longview. 
Calhoun, William L In business Thompson. 
Franklin, Armstard L Teaching Cherokee County. 
•Granger, John W Principal Yoakum. 
Gray, George N. T Mail Clerk Fort Worth. 
Harper, Albert A Teaching DeWitt County. 
Hilburn, Annie A. (Jenkins) Kilgore. 
Henry, Silas W Principal Lampasas. 
Jenkins, Henry M Teaching Gregg County. 
Newton, William D Principal Hallettsville. 
Rains, Sarah V. (Franklin) Teaching Cherokee County. 
•Robinson, Virginia A Teaching Orange. 
Smith, Jacob A Teaching Burleson County. 
Shanks, David S Teaching Sprinkle. 
CLASS OF 1896. 
Amerson, H. S Teaching Washington, Texas. 
Benton, W. D U. S. Meat Inspector California. 
Betts, H. J Teaching Lee County. 
Chandler, Timothy Teaching Austin. 
Douglas, W. H Principal Mt. Pleasant. 
Fairchild, Ella Teaching Bellville City Schools. 
Frazier, O. R Teaching Magnolia Springs. 
Grant, F. J Principal Livingston County. 
Hall, Ammond ...Teaching Sabine County. 
Hatcher, Birdie (Wilson) Teaching Waller County 
•Huff, S. T Teaching Luling. 
Jones, J. P Taught City Schools, Houston. 
Manning, Maggie (Lyons) Taught Houston High School. 
Mason, I. S Teaching Courtney. 
Patten, M. B Mail Clerk Houston. 
Patten, S. C Mail Clerk Fort Worth. 
Richards, John Teaching Brazoria. 
Rollins, W. C Teaching Prairie View. 
Singleton, J. R Teaching Lee County. 
Scott, Delia Teaching Willis. 
Smith, Mary E. (Fridia) Waco. 
Starks, Mary E Teaching Hempstead! 
Taylor, J. L Principal Sweet Home, Lee County. 
Thomas, J. R Mail Agent Austin. 
White, T. M Principal Neylandville 
Wilson, Jessie Teaching Austin County. 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OP 1897. 
Bartlett, James W Teaching Palls County. 
Branch, Adele B. (Jones) Houston. 
Caldwell, William A Ass't Hosp. St'd, U. S. A., Matanzas, P. I. 
Collins, Sebastian C Teaching Fort Worth. 
English, Allen W Teaching Jefferson City Schools. 
Moseley, William B Teaching DeWitt County. 
Petit, Cynthia A Teaching Marlin. 
Pitts, James C Principal Jefferson High School. 
Southern, William B Teaching Grayson County. 
Veasy, John A Principal Mineola. 
Smith, Horace C Teaching Hearne. 
CLASS OF 1898. 
Alexander, Dora (Gray) Teaching Robertson County. 
Cain, Mary M Teaching Travis County. 
*Freeman, Daisy T Galveston. 
Guinn, Emma J. V Teaching Fort Worth. 
King, Luna A. (Flewellen) Prairie View. 
Peel, Helen T Teaching Morris County. 
Warner, Rosa (Ewell) Houston. 
Burnett, J. J Principal Ennis City Schools. 
Davis, J. E Teaching Bastrop County. 
Dennis, E. L Principal Columbus. 
Driver, R. V Teaching Newton. 
Martin, J. D Principal Georgetown. 
Polk, K. B Teaching Lamar County. 
Robinson, J. B Principal San Felipe. 
CLASS OF 1899. 
Bacon, Orange I Teaching Matagorda County. 
Bryant, Ira B Teaching Houston County. 
Edwards, Napoleon B Teaching Gonzales County. 
Gerald, Dora P Teaching Marlin City Schools. 
Haynes, H. Thomas Mail Clerk Beaumont. 
Howard, Lew Z Teaching Bosqueville. 
Isaacs, Mary E. (Benneet) Teaching Lexington. 
Johnson, Walter L. D Teaching Houston High School. 
Johnson, William A Chicago. 
Jordan, Hugh M Teaching Smith County. 
Kemp, Elijah H Prin. Canaan Graded School, Brazos Co. 
McPhaul, Virginia A Teaching Bastrop Schools. 
Punch, Albert E Principal Cleburne. 
Rawls, Daniel R Teaching San Augustine County. 
Sims, Emma (Isaacs) Prairie View. 
*Scales, Harrison D Taught Manor. 
Walker, Lewis Teaching Kaufman County. 
CLASS OF 1900. 
Baker, Isaiah P Teaching Brownwood. 
Brawley, Thomas H Principal Calvert. 
Bush, James T Mail Clerk Houston. 
Charlton, Geo. C Teaching Harris County. 
Craig, Maude E Teaching Bastrop City Schools. 
Hale, Jno. W Teaching . Henderson. 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1900—Continued. 
Hallowell, Bessie M Teaching Houston City Schools. 
Hawkins, Corinne Teaching Denison City Schools. 
Hines, Rob't H Teacher Ag'tural Dep't Prairie View. 
Hill, Craddie (Robertson) Orange. 
Kerr, Willie W Principal Bellville City School. 
Owens, C. C Prof. Science Texas College. 
Pollard, Lettie C Teaching Montgomery County. 
Robinson, Isaiah H In business Orange County. 
Scroggins, Emily B Teaching Cameron. 
Starks, Ellen L. (Bryant) Taught Waller County. 
Watson, Blount H Teaching Houston City Schools. 
Williams, J. W Teaching Houston County. 
Washington, Carrie P. (Hines) Teaching Waller County. 
CLASS OF 1901. 
*Behn, M. H Taught Muskogee, I. T-
Bloodworth, Florence Teaching Wharton County. 
Booker, A. J Medical Student Northwestern Univ. 
*Carr, C. W. E Taught Clarksville' 
*Cook, B. C Taught Lavaca County. 
Davis, Louisa (Pierson) Teaching Waller County. 
Dee, A. K Teaching Robertson County. 
•Gibson, S. E Taught Rusk County. 
Hallowell, Mabel Teaching Beeville. 
Hogan, C. H Principal Chapped Hill City Schools. 
Holiday, Elsie Teaching Galveston. 
Holcomb, Florence (Hogan) Teaching Chapped Hill. 
Horton, J. E Teaching San Augustine County. 
Jefferson, A. R Principal Glidden. 
Martin, T. C Principal Mt. Pleasant. 
McCarter, W. W Teaching Jasper County. 
McClennan, DeWitt Teaching Panola County. 
McGowan, Lyda Teaching El Paso 
Payne, J. P Teaching Lavaca County. 
Randolph, G. A Teaching Fayette County. 
Reed, J. C Teaching Hill County. 
Rodgers, Pendar Teaching LaGrange City Schools 
Sims, R. S Teaching Camp County. 
•Smith, Lillie E Taught Grimes County. 
Snow, Pearl Teaching Galveston. 
Young, Mabel Teaching Jefferson. 
CLASS OF 1902. 
Aray, Nellie E. (Kerr) Taught Austin County. 
Duncan, James W Teaching Bell County. 
Henry, John D Teaching Rusk County. 
Hogg, John J Teaching Cherokee County. 
Hurdle, Stephen A Teaching Polk County. 
Johnson, Frank M Teaching City School, Shermam 
Mays, Alice G. (Williams) Teaching Wharton County. 
Muckleroy, Henry L Teaching Cherokee County 
Mitchell, John H Teaching Washington County 
Phillips, Andrew J Teaching Bracketville 
Weston, Silicia W Teaching Goliad County. 
White,William J Teaching City School, Marshall 
Whitby, Emma B Teaching Goliad County 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1903 (NORMAL GRADUATES). 
Allen, J. W Teaching City School, Rockdale. 
Anderson, T. L Railway Mail Clerk Houston. 
Arnold, Mamie Teaching City Schools, Houston. 
Branch, Langston Teaching Brenham. 
Brown, F. G Teaching Limestone County. 
Burnett, Eula . . .Teaching Ennis. 
Bryant, Desdemona Teaching Grimes County. 
Criner, H. T Government Service Beaumont. 
*Denman, J. H Taught Wharton County. 
Douglass, Geo. W In business Beaumont. 
Echols,Geo Teaching Limestone County. 
Ford, J. H Teaching Wharton County. 
Foreman, Arthur Teaching Freestone County. 
Giles, W. A Y. M. C. A. Tr. School. .Springfield, Mass. 
Graves, W. A Teaching DeWitt County. 
Gray, Nannie Teaching City Schools, Fort Worth. 
Hawkins, Frank Medical Student Nashville, Tenn. 
Haynes, William Teaching Grimes County. 
Haynes, Elizabeth E Teaching Brazos County. 
Jackson, William Teaching Dallas County. 
Johns, A. N Teaching. Cass County. 
Johnson, Claudia W Teaching City Schools, Sherman. 
Krouse, Bessie O Teaching City Schools, Houston. 
Maynard, Wm Teaching Caldwell County. 
Mason, Carrie Teaching Grimes County. 
Moore, Coleman Teaching Caldwell County. 
McCullough, E. S Teaching City Schools, Houston. 
Parker, Z. H. . . . : Teaching Bell County. 
Shelven, E.J Principal Yoakum. 
Smith, A. M Teaching Burleson County. 
Soders, W. A Student, Howard University, Washington. 
Strain, Lillie Teaching Round Rock. 
Thomas, J. W Teaching Trinity County. 
Thompson, Dan'l Principal City Schools, Palestine. 
Walker, E. W Teaching Lavaca County. 
Young, Mabel Teaching City Schools, Jefferson. 
CLASS OF 1903 (COLLEGE GRADUATES). 
Davis, James E Teaching Bastrop County. 
King, Ruth Teaching Colorado County. 
Randolph, G. A Teaching Flatonia. 
CLASS OF 1904. 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. 
Anderson, Ollie J Alto. 
Aldridge, Mrs. Ida Prairie View. 
Alexander, Susie B Waco. 
Benton, E. D Principal Bacon. 
Blackshear, Mrs. R. V Prairie View. 
Blount, Willie H Teacher Houston. 
Brooks, Susie A Cleburne. 
Brown, Fannie LaGrange. 
Bruce, Pearl San Antonio. 
Crawford, Lillian B Bonham. 
Davenport, Laura L Houston. 
Denton, Elnora Hillsboro. 
Davis, H. II Rockdale. 
*Deceased.. 
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CLASS OF 1904 (continued). 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. 
Downing, W. T Valley Mills. 
Epperson, Willie O Franklin. 
Franklin, Minnie B '.Teacher Houston. 
Goss, Willie Greenville. 
Gibson, Ed Lee Waxahachie. 
Glover, O. S Sunnyside. 
Hodges, Jason A Gonzales. 
Johnson, Mrs, Willie Teacher Denison. 
Jones, Pearl L Marshall. 
Luper, L. G Whitwright. 
Lee, R. H Teacher Houston County. 
Mitchell, Jesse H Teacher Jefferson. 
Morris, Lujetta K San Antonio. 
Pittman, A. B Student Tabor College, Iowa. 
Pruett, G. D Brazoria. 
Robinson, E. W Orange. 
Sampson, J. S Round Top. 
Sampson, W. J Carmine. 
Sheffield, J. W Victoria. 
Spicer, Hayes Mexia. 
Sanford, Maggie San Antonio. 
Simpson, Annie J Navasota. 
Sweeney, Bertha San Angelo. 
Terry, J. A Paris. 
Weaver, E. E Waco. 
Weaver, L. A Waco. 
Walker, Savalia Waco. 
Warner, Mamie Waco. 
Wheeler, Bertha Dallas. 
White, Ellen Kalispell, Mont. 
Young, Louise Jefferson. 
HOLDERS OF FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES. 
Valid 4 years. Issued June 5, 1900; expired June S, 1904. 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. 
Behn, Milton W Navasota. 
Brooks, Arthur J El Paso. 
Cook, Benjamin C Hallettsville. 
McClennan, DeWitt Carthage. 
McCarter, Wales M Magnolia Springs. 
Payne, Joseph Hackberry. 
Randolph, Giles A Eagle Lake. 
Simms, Robert Winnsboro. 
Gibson, Sarah E Henderson. 
Holiday, Elsie B Galveston. 
Holcomb, Florence B Austin-
Horton, Jesse E San Augustine. 
Hogan, Columbus H Chappell Hill. 
Connor, Emma L. D Mumford. 
Jefferson, Alexander R LaGrange. 
HOLDERS OF SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES. 
Valid 2 years. Issued June 3, 1902; expired June 3, 1904. 
NAME. — POSTOFFICE. 
Anderson, Ollie J Alto. 
Brown, Nannie Victoria. 
Berry, L. B .'.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.'." '. Houston. 
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HOLDERS OF SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES (Continued). 
Valid 2 years. Issued June 3, 1902; expired June 3, 1904. 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. 
Brown, Fannie E LaGrange. 
Clay, Josephine L Galveston. 
Criner, Simonetta Beaumont. 
Choice, Pearl Gainesville. 
Cass, Courtney Weatherford. 
Charlton, Fanny Beaumont. 
Conner, Maude Q v. Glidden. 
Denton, Elnora Hillsboro. 
Downing, Walter T " Valley Mills. 
Epperson, Willie O Franklin. 
Fontaine, Richard S Navasota. 
Guilmenot, Cornelia Corpus Christi. 
Goss, Willie A Greenville. 
Bruce, Pearl i San Antonio. 
Glover, Osa A Sunnyside. 
Jones, Pearl Marshall. 
Johnson, Artie R Cameron. 
King, Harvey F Crockett. 
Luper, Luther G Sedalia. 
Morris, Lujetta San Antonio. 
McMullen, Mary J 1. . . Milford.-
Pendleton, Rachel Prairie View. 
Pugh, Amelia Hearne. 
Powell, E. C Jumbo. 
Payne, Robert P Hackberry. 
Robinson, AJoner B Hallettsville. 
Robinson, Edward W Orange. 
Sampson, William J Carmine. 
Stevens, P. S Hackberry. 
Terry, James A Paris. 
Vaughn, Lula ; . New Salem. 
Watson, George M Dexter. 
Warner, Lota B Waco. 
Warner, Mary Waco. 
Washington, Maud F Marlin. 
Williams, Willie Denison. 
Williamson, Edward T Tennessee Colony. 
Young, Louise Jefferson. 
King. Albert Crockett. 
Spicer, Hayes Prairie View. 
Sweeney, Bertha San Angelo. 
Ratcliff, William C Coltharp. 
Maynard, William R Lockhart. 
Johnson, Thomas A Uvalde. 
Johnson, Mary A Hempstead. 
Gray, Nannie Huntsville. 
Frazier, Rosa Gainesville. 
Daniels, Mary Luna. 
Choyce, T. J Wascom. 
Coger, Jonas C • Brookshire. 
Wyatt, Bogie Prairie View. 
Gaston, Pearl Jacksonville. 
Blackshear, Rachel V Prairie View. 
(2) 
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HOLDERS OF FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES. 
Valid 4 years, Issued June 3, 1902; expire June 3, 1906. 
Anderson, Thomas L Beaumont 
Arnold, Mary L Houston. 
Branch, Langston Brenham. 
Brown, Edna V Fort Worth. 
Bryant, Desdemona W Navasota. 
Brown, Frank G Center. 
Burnet, Eula E Prairie View. 
Criner, Henry T Beaumont. 
Duncan, Perry L Belton. 
Denham, Fredonia J. (Tatum) Waco. 
Ford, Jacob Wharton. 
Foreman, Arthur R Bonner. 
Graves, William A Cuero. 
Giles, Walter A Yoakum. 
Haynes, Elizabeth E Bryan. 
Hawkins, Frank Navasota. 
Haynes, William Navasota. 
Johnson, Claudia W Sherman. 
Lacy, John H Oakwoods. 
Krause, Bessie O Houston. 
Moore, George C Luling. 
McCullough, Edward S Houston. 
Parker, Z. H Moffat. 
Redic, Clara Irwin. 
Rutledge, Florence Prairie View. 
Strain,. Lillian E Austin. 
Smith, Mary Gonzales. 
Smith, A. M Caldwell. 
Shelvin, Elisha J Yoakum. 
Soders, William A Marlin. 
Thomas, John W Josserand. 
Taylor, William A Houston. 
Walker, Elias W Gonzales. 
Weaver, Levine A Bosqueville. 
Weaver, Edwin E Bosqueville. 
Woodard, Irving Fort Worth: 
Younger, Isa O Corsicana. 
Young, Mabek Jefferson. 
GRADUATES OF 1904-1905 COURSE. 
DIPLOMAS GRANTED MAY 29, 1905. 
Ira E. Armstrong. 
Theodore Brown. 
Jonas C. Coger. 
S. Edward Cooper. 
William H. Goree, Jr. 
Charles E. Lindsay. 
Samuel C. Marshall. 
Seth N. McDonald. 
John I. McCoy. 
James D. Sanford. 
Arthur J. Sykes. 
Frank Thompson. 
W. B. Williams. 
Sarah E. Russell. 
Ruby L. Cobb. 
Emma D. Davis. 
Olive M. Webb. 
Ada P. Haynes, 
Annie J. Hill. 
Mattie K. Smith. 
Rosa M. Moss. 
Myrtle M. Robinson. 
Lillie D. Boykins. 
Violette M. Randle. 
Leonora B. Howard. 
Clera B. Drisdale. 
Mamie J. Shelvin, 
Isa O. Younger. 
Florence Rutledge. 
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FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES. GRANTED MAY 29, 1905. 
VALID FOR SIX YEARS FROM DATE. 
C. A. Barrett. 
Eldred Bell. 
L. B. Berry. 
F. F. Chance. 
R. C. Chatham. 
D. T. Cleaver. 
W. B. Ford. 
C. H. M. Furlow. 
Oscar Green. 
Wade E. Jones. 
H. F. King. 
J. M. Lawson. 
G. W. Locust. 
C. J. Moten. 
R. P. Payne. 
T. W. Parker. 
Benj. Pickett. 
F. M. Robbins. 
J. A. Russell. 
J. G. Selby. 
Emmett Snow. 
G. J. Stewart. 
C. L. Stafford. 
M. E. Sidney. 
I. N. White. 
W. A. Whitby. 
M. L. McKinney. T. J. Jones. 
H. S. Holston. 
W. B. Williams. 




Cora L. Davis. 
Etta Edwards. 
Lelia A. Franklin. 
Grace A. Grant. 
Ella R. Hampton. 




M. J. McMullen. 
Essie C. McCoy. 
May E. Perry. 
Gertrude Phillips. 
Maud E. Pratt. 
Mahala J. Robinson. 
Emma R. Sampson. 




Carrie E. Rutledge. 
SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES. GRANTED MAY 29, 1905. 
VALID FOR THREE YEARS FROM DATE. 
E. 1. Ambron. 
W. A. Blackshear. 
R. M. Brown. 
G. B. Blackburn. 
J. R. Doyle. 
M. B. Davis. 
Elvis Guinn. 
I. J. Gilder. 
W. F. Hubert. 
W. S. Kinney. 
Lawrence Lister. 
B. K. Maynard. 





J. C. S. Sanderson. 
L. W. Slater. 
J. W. Sanford. 
J. L. Storm. 
M. A. Traylor. 
A. L. Taylor. 
Rob't Castle. 
T. J. Kemp. 
L. W. Peters. 




Jonie B. Davis. Rosa Douglass. 
Lizinka Grant. 
Zola Gibson. 
Jennie B. Harris. 
Eva M. Hooks. 
Elenor M. Hunter. 
Hattie B. Jones. 
Emma Kizzee. 
Mattie L. Luck.-
Bessie G. Maynard. 
Edna Montgomery. 
Grace D. Neal. 
Cornelia Orum. 
Emma B. Perkins. 
Lillian M. Pyle. 
Matilda J. Reed. 




Essie E. Thompson. 
Carrie W. E. Toliver. 
Hennie C. Taylor. 
Bertha O. Washington. 
Bessie L. Willis. 
Ruth B. Woodard. 
Mrs. Maria A. Brown. 
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INDUSTRIAL CERTIFICATES. 
MILLINERY AND SEWING. 
Florence Caviell. 
Ida B. Harkum. 
Eva Wormly. 
Eva L. Love. 
Susie E. Drisdale. 
Willie A. Chinders. 
Alma Downman. 
COOKING. 
Nellie L. Brown. Arflonia K. Daniels. 
BLACKSMITHING. 
Allison Criner. Clarence B. Santee. 
MATTRESS AND BROOM MAKING. 
John R. Coleman. 
OBJECT OF THE SCHOOL, 
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College has for its object 
the training of persons desiring to fit themselves for the important pro­
fession of teaching, by giving them thorough instruction and practical 
drill in the best recognized methods of organizing, disciplining, and 
conducting schools. 
The particular aims are to fit colored youths for responsible posi­
tions in the colored public schools of Texas, to impart something of the 
scholarly spirit indispensible to excellence in teaching, and to awaken 
an enthusiasm for the education and for the industrial and moral im­
provement of the colored race in Texas. 
Believing in the value of industrial training in connection with the 
literary and professional studies, as a means to mental, moral and eco­
nomic improvement, the Board of Directors have added Agricultural 
and Mechanical Departments and a department of the female indus­
trial employments in order to give a well rounded education and to 
prepare the students for practical life. 
1. AGE.—Students shall not be less than sixteen years of age at 
the time of their admission. (Article 3886, Revised Statutes, Chapter 
5, Title 86, as amended by S. H. B. No. 379.) 
2. How TO APPLY FOR ADMISSION.—Write to the Principal for an 
application blank which will be forwarded giving full instructions. 
No appointee or other applicant should come to the College, without 
having made application for admission and accommodations, subject to 
the Entrance Examination requirements (see No. 4 below; also see 
application blank in the back of this Catalogue.) 
3. PLEDGE TO TEACH.—A pledge must be signed by all who enter 
the Normal Course to teach as many sessions in the public free schools 
of Jexas as the applicant may attend sessions of the College. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS. 
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4. ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.—Candidates for admission must 
sustain a satisfactory examination on arrival at the College in the fol­
lowing : 
Arithmetic to Percentage [including Notation and Numeration; 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division of Integers; Prop­
erties of Numbers; Divisibility, Factoring, Common Divisors, Multi­
ples and Cancellation; Reduction, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplica­
tion and Division of Common Fractions; Decimals, Decimal Currency, 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division of Decimals; De­
nominate Numbers (Measure of Extension, Capacity, Weight, Time, 
Angles, and Value); Reduction of Denominate Numbers and Denomi­
nate Fractions; Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division of 
Denominate Numbers; Longitude and Time; Duodecimals, Measure­
ments; Surfaces, Land, Rectangular Solids, Boards and Timbers, 
Capacity of Bins and Cisterns.] 
English Grammar, embracing a knowledge of the parts of Speech, 
their Uses and Relations; the Sentence, its Kinds, Uses, Analysis and 
Construction. 
English Composition.—Each applicant must submit an original 
composition on some every day topic assigned by the Professor of 
English, of not less than 200 words, as a test of the applicant's hand 
writing, spelling, and thought-expression. 
Geography; Texas History (Pennybacker's); U. S. History (Estill's). 
5. MORAL CHARACTER.—All candidates for admission must furn­
ish testimonials of good character and if coming from other schools or 
recently in attendance thereon must bring honorable dismissal from 
such schools. 
6. HEALTH.—No sickly, diseased, or infirm person should apply 
for admission and any applicant for admission may be subjected to a 
physical examination by the medical officer of the school, if occasion 
demands it. 
7. PAYMENTS ON ENTRANCE.—State students when applying for 
admission must be prepared to pay the entrance fees and one term's 
board money in advance. All other students must pay the entrance 
fees and one month's board money in advance. 
8. WHAT THE STATE DOES NOT FURNISH.—Each candidate for 
admission must furnish his own clothing and bed-clothing, including 
at least three sheets, six towels, and one pillow; three pillow-cases, 
two quilts and one blanket. All clothing should be carefully marked 
with the name of the applicant. Each applicant must bring along a 
good comb, hair-brush, tooth-brush, shoe-brush, and clothes-brush 
and a pair of rubber overshoes. 
ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College of Texas is a 
branch of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas at College 
Station, and is under the control of the Board of Directors and Presi­
dent of that College. The Board of Directors elect a principal and a 
faculty, to whom are entrusted the affairs of the institution. 
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It is the duty of the Principal to exercise immediate supervision 
and direction, subject to the regulations and restrictions imposed by 
the Board of Directors. 
The instruction of the Institution is committed to departments, a 
member of the Faculty being at the head of each department. These 
departments are, at present, as follows: Science, Mathematics, Peda­
gogy, English, History, Mechanical, Agricultural, Sewing and Milli­
nery and Cooking. 
Such assistant teachers are employed as are needed to carry out the 
work of the departments. 
The discipline, as well as instruction of all the students of the In­
stitution is committed to the Faculty, the Principal being held re­
sponsible for the enforcement of regulations and the maintenance of 
discipline, with the privilege of calling in, at any time, the assistance of 
any or all of the Faculty. 
The immediate supervision of the young ladies of the Institution is 
entrusted to a Preceptress, whose duty it is to see that the conduct of 
the young women, their personal habits, manners, carriage, modes of 
dress, and habits of study conform to correct standards. 
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GENERAL SCHEME OF COURSES OF STUDY. 
NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL.  
FIRST YEAR CLASS. SECOND YEAR CLASS. 
FALL TERM. 
Science (1) 6 
Physical Geography. 
Mathematics (1) 6 
Arithmetic. 
English (1) 6 
Grammar and Composition. 
History (1) 6 
Texas History. 
Agricultural Department (1) 6 
Soil Formation. 
Mechanical Department (1) 6 
Carpentry. 
Free Hand Drawing (6) 2 
Sewing Department (1) 2V£ 
. HandWork. ' 2 
Cooking Department (1) 3 
Simple Meats and Vegetable dishes. 
Cooking Eggs, Fowls and Fish. 
FALL TERM. 
Science (3) 6 
Physics. 
Mathematics (2) 6 
Algebra. 
English (2) 6 
Word Analysis and Composition. 
History (3) 6 
Civil Government. 
Agricultural Department (4) 6 
Fall Crops. 
Mechanical Department. 
Forging (2) 6 
Drawing (7) 3 
Elementary Mechanics (17) 3 
Sewing Department (2). 4 
Machine Work—Plain Garments. 
Cooking Department (2) 4% 
Composition and Analysis of Foods. 
Desserts, Salads, Preserves and Jellies. 
WINTER TERM. 
Science (1) 6 
Physical Geography. 
Mathematics (1) 6 
Arithmetic. 
English (1) 6 
Grammar and Composition. 
History (2) 6 
U. S. History. 
Agricultural Department (2) 6 
Farm Implements. 
Mechanical Department. 
Carpentry (1) 6 
Free Hand Drawing (6) 2 
Sewing Department (1) 2Vo 
Hand Work. 
Cooking Department (1) 3 
Simple Meats and Vegetable dishes. 
WINTER TERM. 
Science (3) 6 
Physics. 
Mathematics (2) 6 
Algebra. 
English (3).. 6 
Composition and Rhetoric. 
History (4) 6 
English History. 
Agricultural Department (5) 6 
Seed Selection. 
Mechanical Department. 
Forging (2) 6 
Drawing (7) 3 
Elementary Mechanics—Lectures (17).. . 3 
Sewing Department (2) 4 
Machine Work—Plain Garments. 
Cooking Department (3) 4% 
Jellies, Salads and Pastries. 
SPRING TERM. 
Science (2) 6 
Physiology. 
Mathematics (2) 6 
Algebra. 
English (1) 6 
Grammar and Composition. 
History (2) 6 
U. S. History. 
Agricultural Department (3) 6 
Habits and Growth of Plants. 
Mechanical Department. 
Carpentry (1) 6 
Free Hand Drawing (6) 2 
Sewing Department (1) 2\£ 
Hand Work. 
Cooking Department (1) 3 
Simple Meats and Vegetable dishes. 
SPRING TERM. 
Science (6) 6 
Zoology. 
Mathematics (2) 6 
Algebra. 
English (3) 6 
Rhetoric and Composition. 
History (4) 3 
English History. , 
Pedagogy. 
Methods of Teaching (1) 3 
Agricultural Department (6) 6 
How and When to Plant. 
Mechanical Department. 
Carpentry (1) • 6 
Drawing (7) 3 
Elementary Mechanics—Lectures (17). 3 
Sewing Department. 
Drafting (3) 4 
Art Needle Work (13).. 4 
Cooking Department (4) 4% 
Desserts, Extracts and Baking Powders. 
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COURSES OF STUDY—Continued. 
THIRD YEAR CLASS. FOURTH YEAR CLASS. 
FALL TERM. 
Science (5) 6 
Inorganic Chemistry. 
Mathematics (3) 6 
Geometry. 
English (4).. 3 
Introduction to American Literature. 
History (5) 6 
Ancient History. 
Pedagogy (2) 3 
School Management. 
Agricultural Department. 
Judging Breeds of Live Stock (7) 6 
Dairying (8) 10 
Mechanical Department. 
Forging (4) (13) 6 
Power and Power Transmission (5). . . . 5 
Sewing Department (4) 5 
Measurements and Drafting (4) 5 
Cooking Department (5) 5 
Breads, Pastries and Cakes. 
Care of Kitchen and Dining Room. 
FALL TERM. 
Science (4) 6 
Advanced Physics. 
Mathematics (4) 6 
Solid Geometry. 
English (5) 3 
Practical Rhetoric. 
Pedagogy (4)...- 3 
Psychology. 
History (8). 3 
Political Economy. 
Agricultural Department. 
Anatomy and Common Diseases of the 
Horse (11) 6 
Mechanical Department. 
Estimating and Calculating Quantities 
(9) 5 
Drawing (8) 4 
Sewing Department. 
Studies of Colors from Textures (7). . . . 2% 
Reproducing from French and Ameri­
can Plates (8) 5 
Cooking Department (6) 6 
Study and Preparation of Menus. 
Serving of Meals. 
WINTER TERM. 
Science (5) 6 
Inorganic Chemistry. 
Mathematics (3) 6 
Geometry. 
English (4)... . 3 
American Literature. 
History (6) 6 
Medieval History. 
Pedagogy (2) 3 
School Management. 
Agricultural Department. 
Feeds and Feeding (9) 6 
Dairying (8) 10 
Mechanical Department. 
Power and Power Transmission (5) 5 
Drawing (8)... 4 
Sewing Department (5) ,5 
Reproducing Plain Garments. 
Cooking Department (5) 5 
Breads, Pastries and Cakes. 
WINTER TERM. 
Science (4) 6 
Advanced Physics. 
Mathematics (5) 6 
Plane Trigonometry. 
Pedagogy (5) 3 
History of Education. 
English (5) 3 
Practical Rhetoric. Theme Writing. 
History (9) 3 
Industrial History of United States. 
Agricultural Department (11) 6 
Anatomy and Common Diseases of the 
Cow. 
Mechanical Department. 
Elementary Electricity (10) 5 
Drawing (8) 4 
Sewing Department (9) 7 
Millinery. 
Cooking Department (6) 7 
Menus, Serving Meals. 
SPRING TERM. 
Science (7) 6 
Botany. 
Mathematics (3) 6 
Geometry. 
History (7) 6 
Mddern History. 
Pedagogy (3) 3 
Art of Teaching. 
Agricultural Department. 
Breeding Live Stock (10) 6 
Dairying (8) 10 
Mechanical Department. 
Strength of Materials (9) 5 
Wood Turning (3) 6 
Drawing (8) 4 
Sewing Dept.—Dressmaking (6) 5 
Cooking Department (5) 6 
Bread, Pastries and Cakes. 
SPRING TERM. 
Science (5) 6 
Geology. 
Mathematics (6) (7) 6 
Advanced Algebra and Arithmetic. 
Pedagogy (6) 6 
Ethics. 
History (10) 3 
Government of Texas. 
English (6) 3 
English Literature. 
Agricultural Department (12) 6 
Experiments in Farm and Garden Crops. 
Mechanical Department. 
Elementary Electricity ajid Magetism 
(10) 5 
Drawing (8) 4 
Sewing Department—Millinery (9) 7 
Cooking Department (6) 7 
Menus, Serving Meals. 
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COURSES OF STUDY BY DEPARTMENTS. 
The instruction of the students is committed to a faculty and this 
faculty is organized into departments of instruction. The following 
departments have been organized and are in operation: Professional 
Work, English, History, Science, Mathematics, Mechanical, Agricul­
tural, Dressmaking and Millinery, and Cooking, and Music. 
A detailed statement of the work of these departments is given 
below. 
DEPARTMENT OF PEDAGOGY. 
E. L. BLACKSHEAR. 
W. C. ROLLINS. 
This department affords the students who are preparing to teach an 
insight into the methods of teaching the public school studies; the 
proper modes of school organization and government; the principles of 
mental development, and the rules and rewards of right conduct and 
the grounds of personal duty and responsibility. Six courses are of­
fered and required of all normal graduates. 
I. METHODS OF TEACHING.-—Second Year Class; Fall, Winter 
and Spring Terms, 3 hours a week.—Daily recitations and occasional 
written model lessons. Education defined. Educational laws. Forms 
of instruction. Educational principles. Object lessons. Methods of 
teaching; Language, Mathematics, Physical Science and Simple Arts. 
Raub's Methods; White's Methods. 
II. SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.—Third Year Class; Fall and Winter 
Terms, 3 hours a week.—Written and oral recitations. Ends and 
Means of management. Elements of governing power. Conditions of 
control. Devices in school. School grading. Will in conduct. 
School incentives. Punishment. 
White's School Management. 
III. PEDAGOGY.—Third Year Class; Spring Term, 3 hours a 
week.—Study of the mental powers. The Art of Training. The 
Teacher. The School. Lessons. 
Hewett's Pedagogy. 
IV. PSYCHOLOGY.—Senior Class; Fall Term, 4 hours a week.— 
Attention. Instinct. Sensation. Sense Perception. Memory. Phan­
tasy. Imagination. Conception. Judgment. Reason. 
Baldwin's Elements of Psychology; 
V. HISTORY OF EDUCATION.—Senior Class; Winter Term, 4 hours 
a week.—Education among Greeks and Romans. Education in the 
Middle Ages. The Renaissance—Erasmus, Rabelias and Montague. 
Protestantism and Primary Instruction. Luther and Commenius. 
Fenelon. Rousseau and the Emile. Pestalozzi, and Leaonard and 
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Gertrude. Froebel. Herbert Spencer. Horace Mann. Francis Parker. 
W. T. Harris. President Eliot. Jabez L. Curry. Booker T. Wash­
ington. 
Compayre's History of Pedagogy. 
VI. ETHICS.—Senior Class; Spring Term, 4 hours a week.— 
Duties to Self—Self-control and self-culture. Duties to Others— 
Kindness and respect. Duties to Nature—Use, but not abuse. 
Duties to God—Reverence, godly fear and humility. Civil Govern­
ment—Duties of the citizens; of the State. Divine Government—Di­
vine justice; divine grace. Parental Government—The family; Mar­
riage; duties of parents; duties of children. 
Hickok's Moral Science. 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
W. B. WOODRUFF. 
R. H. HINES. 
R. W. JAMES. 
The aim of this course is to give the student a general idea of the 
relation of plants, water, and air to the soil. Attention is also given 
to the study of root growth, office of leaves, relation of stock, use and 
kind of implements necessary to a farm. We also make a study of the 
common diseases of farm animals. 
COURSE I. Formation and Preparation of Soil.—First Year Class; 
Fall Term, 8 hours a week.—Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE II. Farm Implements.—First Year Class; Winter Term, 8 
hours a week.—Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE III. Habits and Growth of Plants.—First Year Class; 
Spring Term, 8 hours a week—Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE IV. Fall Crops.—Second Year Class; Fall Term, 8 hours a 
week.—Planting of Fall Crops. Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE V. Seed Selection and Testing.—Second Year Class; 
Winter Term, 8 hours a week.—Pruning. Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE VI. When and How to Plant.—Second Year Class; Spring 
Term, 8 hours a week.—Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE VII. Judging Breeds of Live Stock.—Second Year Class; 
Fall Term, 8 hours a week —Practice. 
COURSE VIII. Dairying.—Third Year Class; Winter Term, 8 
hours a week.—Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE IX. Feeds and Feeding.—Third Year Class; Winter Term, 
8 hours a week.—Lectures and Practice. 
COURSE X. Breeding Live Stock.—Third Year Class; Spring Term, 
8 hours a week.—Lectures. 
COURSE XI. Anatomy of the Horse, and Common Diseases.-—Sen­
ior Class; Fall Term, 8 hours a week.—Lectures. 
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COURSE XII. Anatomy and Common Diseases of the Cow.—Senior 
Class; Winter Term, 8 hours a week —Lectures. 
COURSE XIII. Experiments in Farm and Garden Crops.—Senior 
Class; Spring Term, 8 hours a week.—Lectures and Practice. 
Shorter Two-Year Course in Agriculture and Horticulture. 
The aim of this short course is to give the young men a brief knowl­
edge of the soil and the relation of plants and animals. 
FIRST YEAR. 
1. History of Plants. Root Crops and Harvesting of Crops. 
Lectures and Practice.—Fall Term, 8 hours a week. 
2. Kind of Crops for Market. Seed Selection. Manner and time 
of Planting. Lectures and Practice.—Winter Term, 8 hours a week. 
3. Management and Business of Farm. Garden Plants. Farm­
ing Continued. Lectures and Practice.—Spring Term, 8 hours a week. 
SECOND YEAR. 
1. Subsoil. Tap Root. Fall Crops and how to Select Seeds. 
Lectures and Practice.—Fall Term, 8 hours a week. 
2. Fertilizers. Kind of Soil. Pruning. Habits of Plants and 
Animals. Hot Beds. Lectures and Practice.—Winter Term, 8 hours 
a week. 
3. Dairying. Selection and Breeding of Stock. Spring Term, 8 
hours a week. 
Two-Year Course in Dairying. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Fall Term.—Heredity. Variation. Prepotency. Inbreeding. Line 
Breeding. Fecundity. Cross Breeding and Mating. 
"Principles of Breeding"—Show. 
Winter Term.—Conformation of Dairy Cow. Selecting and Judg­
ing. Dairy Breeds. Beef Breeds. 
"Principles of Breeding"—Show. 
Spring Term.—Animal Nutrition. Composition and Relative 
Feeding Value of Different Crops. Nutritive Ratio. Feeding for 
Milk. Feeding for Beef. 
"Feeds and Feeding"—Henry. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Fall Term.—Conditions affecting Secretion. Testing Milk. Meth­
ods of Creaming. Use and Care of Separator. Ripening Cream. 
Churning, salting, finishing and marketing Butter. 
Winter Term.—Ferments and Fermentations of Milk. Control of 
the Fermentations of Milk. Care of Milk Vessels. Theory of Cheese-
making. 
"Milk and Its Products"—Wing. 
Spring Term.—Location and Construction of Dairy Buildings. 
Structure of Bacteria Contamination of Milk. Relation of Disease 
Bacteria to Milk. Preservation of Milk. General Management of 
Creameries. 
"Dairy Bacteriology"—Russell. 
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MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 
E. H. HOLMES. 
A. E. FLEWELLEN, JR. 
J. W. TOWNS. 
The great object of the department is to foster a high appreciation 
of the value and dignity of intelligent labor. A boy who sees nothing 
in manual labor but dull, brute force, looks with contempt upon the 
labor and the laborer; but as soon as he acquires skill himself, the con­
ditions are reversecHand henceforth he appreciates the work and hon­
ors the workman. The students are trained in the use of the various 
tools employed in the mechanic arts, and are thus given a good founda­
tion in manual training, which will enable them to teach the arts in the 
schools in which they may be employed. 
With this end in view the course has been revised and rearranged. 
Instruction is given by means of practice in the shops, by lectures, and 
by text-books. 
The work in carpentry and blacksmithing is arranged in graded 
series, beginning with the simple joints and leading to the more diffi­
cult ones. The students are taught how to care for hand tools, ma­
chine tools and how to sharpen edge tools. Some general repairing is 
done which gives them more practical ideas. 
By combination of the courses the students in the short course are 
given such knowledge as will enable them to become good carpenters, 
blacksmiths, and stationary engineers. Drawing is taught through­
out the course. The courses are as follows: 
I. Carpentry.—First Year Class; 18 weeks, 6 hours a week (alter­
nate with agriculture).—Names and care of tools, sawing across and 
with the grain, and keeping the line. Planing, marking, gauging, 
making butt-joints, half-joints, mortised and tenon, dowel-pin joints. 
Text: "Bench Work in Wood"—:Goss. 
II. Forging.—Second Year Class; Fall and Winter Term, 6 hours 
a week.—Names and use of general blacksmithing tools, fuels, making 
and managing forge fires, taking proper heats, plain forging, forming, 
shaping and bending, drawing out, upsetting, squaring up, twisting, 
ring-bending, cutting-off, punching, drilling, scarfing and welding iron. 
III. Wood Turning—Third Year Class; Winter Term, 6 hours a 
week.—The lathe and its parts, preparation of stock, roughing out and 
turning straight pieces. Tapering, squaring-off, cutting-in, convex, 
concave and compound curves, chisel handles, table legs, face-plate 
work and chucking. 
IV. Forging.—Third Year Class; Fall Term, 6 hours a week.— 
Continuation of II), Welding iron and steel, welding steel to steel, tool 
making, tempering cold chisels, punches, screwdrivers, turning chisel 
and scribes, bolts, cutting threads and tapping nuts. 
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V. Power and Power Transmission.—Third Year Class; Fall and 
Winter Terms, 5 hours a week.—The use of shafting, belting, boilers, 
engines and pumping machines, etc. 
Text: Kerr. 
VI. Drawing.—First Year Class; Fall, Winter and Spring Terms, 
2 hours a week.—Free-hand drawing. Webb, Ware and Zaner Series. 
VII. Drawing.—Second Year Class; Fall, Winter and Spring 
Terms, 3 hours a week.—Instrumental Drawing. Geometrical Con­
struction. Parts I and II, Giesecke. 
VIII. Drawing.—Third and Senior Classes; Fall, Winter and 
Spring Terms, 4 hours a week.—Instrumental Drawing. Enlarging, 
tracing and drawing to scale, parts of machines and buildings, de­
signing. 
IX. Lectures.—Third Year Class; Spring Term, 5 hours a week.— 
Strength of Materials. 
Senior Class; Fall Term, S hours a week.—Estimating and Calcu­
lating Quantities. 
X. Electricity and Magnetism.—Senior Year; Winter and Spring 
Terms, S hours a week. 
XI. Carpentry.—Second Year Class; Spring Term, 6 hours a week. 
—Dove-tailing, paneling, scarf-joints, framing, cutting rafters and 
scroll-sawing. 
XII. Forging.—Short Course.—Second Year; Winter Term, 20 
hours a week.—Making horse-shoes, shoeing horses, filing, clipping, 
and cutting key sects. 
XIII. Forging.—Second Year Class; Spring Term, 20 hours a 
week.—Third Year Class; Fall Term, 6 hours a week.—Case hardening, 
annealing, and brazing. 
XIV. Repairing and Plumbing—Throughout the course. 
XV. Forging.—Third Year Class; Fall Term, 16 hours a week.— 
Making springs, welding, and tempering. 
XVI. Carpentry.—Second Year Class; Spring Term, 6 hours a 
week. Third Year Class; Fall and Winter Terms, 6 hours a week.— 
Making door and window frames, swinging sash, building model houses. 
XVII. Elementary Mechanics.—Second Year Class; Fall, Winter 
and Spring Terms, 3 hours a week.—Lectures. Also Second Year 
Class; Spring Term, 3 hours a week.—Short Course. 
FOUR YEARS '  COURSE IN  ME C H A N IC  A RTS.  
FALL TERM. 
Carpentry (1) 6 
Bench work in wood. 
Free-hand Drawing (6) 2 
FIRST YEAR CLASS. 
WINTER TERM. 
Carpentry (1) 6 
Bench work in wood. 
Free-hand Drawing (6) 6 
SPRING TERM. 
Carpentry (1) 6 
Bench work in wood. 
Free-hand Drawing (6) 6 
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FALL TERM. 
Forging (2) 6 
Work in iron. 
Elementary Mechanics 
—Lectures (17).. . . 3 
Drawing (7) 3 
Forging (4) (13) 6 
Work in steel. 
Power and Power 
Transmission (5).. . 5 
Drawing (8) 4 
Estimating and Calcu­
lating Quantities— 
Lectures (9) 5 
Drawing (8) 4 
Designing. 
SECOND YEAR CLASS. 
WINTER TERM. 
Forging (2) 6 
Work in iron. 
Elementary Mechanics 
Lectures (17) 3 
Drawing (7) 3 
THIRD YEAR CLASS. 
Carpentry (3) 6 
Wood turning. . 
Power and Power 
Transmission (5). . . 5 




and Magnetism (10) 5 
Drawing (8) •. 4 
Designing. 
SPRING TERM. 
Carpentry (11) 6 
Bench work in wood 
and framing. 
Elementary Mechanics 
—Lectures (17).. . . 3 
Drawing (7) 3 
Forging (15) 6 
Tempering. 
Strength of Material— 
Lectures'(9). 5 




Drawing (8) 4 
Designing. 




Technical Instruction. 2 
Drawing (6) 2 
Carpentry (1) 20 
Forging (2) 20 
Grammar 6 
Elementary Physics. . 6 
Industrial Arithmetic. 5 
Drawing (7) 4 
Carpentry (3) 20 
Wood turning. 
Forging (4) 20 
Tool making. 




Technical Instruction. 2 
Drawing (2) 2 
Carpentry (1) 20 
Forging (2) 20 
SECOND YEAR CLASS. 
Grammar 6 
Algebra 6 
U. S. History 6 
Elementary Physics. . 6 
Drawing (7) 4 
Forging— (Plumbing 
14), (Steam Fitting 
12) 20 
Carpentry (16) 20 
Wood turning. 
THIRD YEAR CLASS. 
Composition 6 
Advanced Physics.... 6 
Power and Power 
Transmission 5 
Geometry 6 
Drawing (8) 4 
Designing. 
Chemistry 2 
Carpentry (16) 16 




Technical Instruction. 2 
Drawing (2) 2 
Carpentry (1) 20 
Forging (2) 20 
Grammar 6 
Algebra 6 
U. S. History 6. 
Drawing (8) 4 
Lectures (17) 3 
Carpentry (16) 20 





lating Quantities.... 5 
Carpentry (Special).... 16 
Forging (Special) 16 
Composition 6 
Advanced Physics.... 6 
Power and Power 
Transmission 5 
Drawing (8) 4 
Carpentry (16) 16 
Forging (15) 16 
Chemistry 2 
The object of the short course in Mechanic Arts is to train students 
in the use of tools and to lay a broad foundation for those who wish to 
become tradesmen. With this end in view the course has been care-
ully selected and arranged. Our purpose is not only to make menf 
workmen but to make workmen men. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. 
C. W. LUCKIE. 
A. L. EVANS. 
The aim of this department is to aid the student to understand the 
English language, to speak and write it with ease and accuracy and to 
develop in him the capacity to appreciate its best literature. To ac­
complish this purpose the following courses are proposed: 
I. Grammar and Composition.—First Year Class; Fall, Winter and 
Spring Terms, 6 hours a week.—This course consists of a thorough 
study of the sentence together with the parts of speech and their of­
fices. Selections from the productions of Longfellow, Irving and 
Bryant are studied and extracts from these writers are to be committed 
to memory. The composition work includes weekly themes on every­
day subjects and making outlines. 
English Grammars—Whitney and Lockwood; Sisk. Elements of 
English Composition—Chittenden. 
II. Word Analysis and Composition.—Second Year Class; Fall 
Term, 5 hours a week.—This term will be devoted to a study of the 
history, derivation and meaning of words. Attention will be given to 
synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, also to the spelling and use of words. 
The written exercises will consist of letter writing and paragraph writ­
ing. 
Swinton's Word Analysis. 
III. Rhetoric and Composition.—Second Year Class; Winter and 
Spring Terms, 6 hours a week.—Attention will he given to the study of 
style, diction and figures of speech. The work in composition will 
consist in exercises in the simpler forms of description and narration. 
These will be required each week. 
Outlines of Rhetoric.—Genung. 
IV. Introduction to American Literature.—Third Year Class; Fall 
and Winter Terms, 4 hours a week.—The history of American litera­
ture will be studied under three periods: Colonial, Revolutional and 
National. Special attention will be given to a study of some of the 
masterpieces of American writers. The written work of these two 
terms will consist of the simpler forms of exposition and outlines of 
literary selections. 
American Literature—Watkins. Masterpieces of American Litera­
ture—Houghton, Mifflin & Co. American Literature—Painter. 
V. Practical Rhetoric.—Seniors; Fall Term, 4 hours a week; 
Winter Term, 3 hours a week.—The principles of exposition and argu­
mentation will be studied with frequent written exercises. Students 
will also be given exercises in writing abstracts and summaries. Sub­
jects for written discussions will be taken largely from current events. 
Practical Elements of Rhetoric—Genung. 
VI. English Literature.—Seniors; Spring Term, 3 hours a weed.— 
The leading English writers are studied and attention is given to their 
relation to the different periods. Two of the plays of Shakespeare 
will be studied, and the students will be required to make written re-
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ports, at stated times, upon the books they have read during the term. 
In addition to their weekly themes, each member of the class will be re­
quired to submit six carefully prepared essays during the term. 
Studies in English Literature—Swinton. 
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE. 
J. H. CRAWFORD. 
P. E. BLEDSOE. 
This department renders service to the Normal, Agricultural and 
Mechanical Departments of the school and gives instruction in the fol­
lowing subjects: Physical Geography, Physiology, Physics, Zoology, 
Chemistry, Botany, and Geology. 
I. Physical Geography.—First Year Class; Fall and Winter Terms, 
4 hours a week.—In this subject the relation between the physical 
features and the plant and animal life of a locality are kept continually 
in mind. These topics are given special attention: 
1. The earth as a whole: Shape, size; motions of the earth and 
their effects; latitude, longitude and time. 
2. The land: Erosive agents of the soil; plains and plateaus; 
mountains and volcanoes. 
3. The atmosphere: Composition, motion and storms. 
4. The sea: Depth and temperature; tides and currents. 
Text: Maury 
II. Physiology.—First Year Class; Spring Term, 4 hours a week.— 
Under this subject is given a general study of the structure, functions 
and care of the human body. Liberal use is made of the human skele­
ton, models of head, eye, ear, mouth and a section of skin. Special at­
tention is given to hygiene, the organs of respiration, circulation and 
digestion and the effects of alcoholic beverages and narcotics upon the 
system. Drawings of tissues, bones and organs showing relative posi­
tions are required. 
Text: Hutchinson. 
III. Elementary Physics.—Second Year Class; Fall and Winter 
Terms, 4 hours a week.—In this course, matter, mechanics, sound, heat 
radiant energy, magnetism and electricity are studied and experi­
ments made illustrative of the underlying principles. 
Text: Avery's "First Lessons in Science." 
IV. Advanced Physics.—Senior Class; Fall and Winter Terms, 4 
hours a week.—The laboratory work in this course is largely quanti-
tive. Students are required to make experiments and to solve and 
form problems illustrative of the same. 
1. Theory: Divisions, properties and conditions of matter; mo­
tions, force, work and energy; gravitation and gravity; uniform and 
.accelerated velocity; pendulum; simple machines; mechanics of solids, 
liquids and gases; heat; light; electricity; sound. 
2. Laboratory: Careful measurements of lengths, areas, volca­
noes and masses; problems in the mechanics of solids, liquids and gases; 
study of simple machines; problems in heat, light and sound. 
Text: Gage. 
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V. Inorganic Chemistry.—Third Year Class; Fall and Winter 
Terms, 4 hours a week.—The aim of this course is to give the student a 
knowledge of the chemical properties of the common elements and 
their compounds and to undertake as much qualitative and quantita­
tive work as may be necessary to illustrate the law of Avogadro and 
the laws of the definite and multiple proportion. Over one hundred 
experiments are performed and the results and inferences are re­
corded in note books. Considerable attention to the practical side of 
the subject and the composition and manufacture of soap, glass, alloys, 
fertilizers, etc., are discussed freely and fully. 
Text: Williams. 
VI. Zoology.—Second Year Class; Spring Term, 4 hours a week.— 
This course is elementary, however, considerable attention is paid to 
the relationship of the differennt classes of animals and their adapta­
tion to their environment. The life history of some animals is traced, 
noting the transformations through which they pass in coming to ma­
turity. The student is taught the use of the microscope and a number 
of lantern slides are used. 
Text: Steele. 
VII. Botany.—Third Year Class; Spring Term, 4 hours a week.— 
The plant is studied as a living body possessed of organs with functions 
similar to those of animals. The life relations are observed in the 
laboratory by tracing its development from the seed and studying the 
functions of root, stem, leaf and flower. Such plants are selected for 
laboratory study as will best exemplify the phase of the life condi­
tion undef consideration. A herbarium of the local flora is prepared 
by each student and some analytical work of at least twenty specimens. 
Text: Bergen. 
VIII. Geology.—Senior Class; Spring Term, 4 hours a week.— 
This subject is treated under three divisions: 
1. Structural and Dynamical Geology, which gives an account of 
the origin and nature of the earth's crust; its movements, producing 
mountains, table lands and valleys, with attendant phenomena of 
earth quakes, volcanoes, etc., also erosion, transportation and deposit 
by wind, water and ice. 
2. Historic Geology, which treats of the organic life of the various 
geological periods. 
3. Economic Geology, which treats of the soil and climate of a 
locality and its adaptation to the wants of man. 
Text: Le Conte. 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY. 
H. M. TARVER. 
FIRST YEAR. 
COURSE 1. Texas History (Pennybacker). 
In addition to Pennybacker's Text, this course includes an indus­
trial history of the State with notes and statistics. 
Fall Term, 6 times a week. 
(3) 
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COURSE 2. United States History (Barnes). 
Students are supposed to know much of the history of our country 
and something of a teacher's course is given, with special attention to 
the policy of expansion to the biographical and industrial history of 
the United States, rather than a tread-mill review of the military and 
political campaigns. 
Winter and Spring Terms, 6 times a week. 
SECOND YEAR. 
COURSE 3. Civics (Young). 
This course aims at a reliable knowledge of the history of our gov­
ernment, the birth, growth and operation of our constitutional liber­
ties compared with the provisions and limitaions in other constitu­
tional governments, to the end that a strong patriotic sentiment and a 
more perfect citizenship will result. 
Fall Term, 6 times a week. 
COURSE 4. English History (Lancaster). 
Expansion of the empire, the growth of constitutional liberty and 
its colonial and maritime policies specialized. 
Winter and Spring Terms, 6 times a week. 
THIRD YEAR. 
COURSES. General History (Myers). Ancient History. 
Time and attention are put upon those ancient people only who 
have contributed largely to the progress of the world. 
Fall Term, 6 times a week. 
COURSE 6. Mediaeval History. 
The up of ancient customs, religions and governments and the de­
velopment of modern nations, languages, the Papacy, the Crusades, 
the Reformation, are emphasized. 
Winter Term, 6 times a week. 
COURSE 7. Modern History . 
The growth of modern institutions; the spirit of arbitration; Ameri­
can discoveries and colonial enterprises and their reaction on Europe; 
Liberal tendencies and revolts against absolutism; French Revtlu-
tion; the Eastern and far Eastern troubles, are carefully studied. This 
course aims at a liberal knowledge mainly of the great world events and 
epoch-making discoveries and inventions. 
Spring Term, 6 times a week. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
COURSE 8. Political Economy (Macvane). 
An outline course in Political Economy, touching only the sources 
and development of wealth, exchange, values, and productive labor, is 
given in this course. 
Fall Term, 3 times a week. 
COURSE 9. Industrial History of the United States. 
This course will afford the student an insight into development of 
American Industries by tracing their beginning and rise; their rela-
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tion to natural resources and to the home and foreign markets; the in­
fluence of inventions, of negro slavery, of trades unions, and foreign 
immigration. 
Winter Term, 3 hours a week. • 
COURSE 10. Government of Texas (Garrison). 
The government of Texas, with special attention to the political 
History of the State and the laws under which we live, and a brief con­
spectus of political science. 
Winter Term, 3 times a week. ^ 
DEPARTMENT OF COOKING. 
MABEL A. BOHANNON. 
Cooking is the art of preparing food for the nourishment of the 
human body. Within the past few years much interest has been 
taken in this branch of Domestic Science. The rapid and marked im­
provement in cooking utensils, valuable research along the line of food 
economy, the establishment by the government of food experimental 
stations and the introduction of cooking into the public schools, even 
in universities, have all helped to bring the matter before the public so 
that scientific cooking is no longer a mere fad but a demand of the 
present age. 
COURSE I.—First Year Class, 3 hours a week. 
Fall Term.—1. Simple Meats and Vegetable Dishes. Making pies. 
Measurements. 
2. Fuels. Range. Chimney. Canning and Preserving. 
3. Making Soups. Yeast. Plain Breads. 
Winter Term.—1. Study of Beef, Mutton, Pork and Venison, with 
diagrams of cuts. 
2. Study of Milk, Butter, Cheese and Fish. 
3. Study of Fowls, Eggs, and internal organs of the animals used 
for food. 
4. Plain Confections: Cakes, Pastry. 
Spring Term.—1. Composition of the human body. 
2. Mineral matter. Impure water and foreign matter. 
3. Food principles. Practical lessons on preparing fish, eggs, 
meat and fruit. 
4. Adaptation of food to climate, occupation, etc. 
COURSE II. Second Year Class, 4J hours a week. 
Fall Term.—1. Study of Desserts, Extracts and Baking Powders. 
2. Way in which food supplies the wants of the body. 
3. Nutrition, Absorption and Digestion. 
4. Making Jellies, Pickles, Marmalades, etc. 
Winter Term.—1. Composition of food. Practical lessons in fancy 
confections. 
2. Study of preservation of food condiments. 
3. Practical lessons in rolls, fancy desserts, cakes, etc. 
4. Study of fungus plants and other vegetables. 
Spring Term.—1. Jellies, Salads, Puff Pastry, Practical lessons in 
Salads, dishes with gelatine fruit, etc. 
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2. Dieteries. Fermentation. Invalid cooking. 
3. Review of work in study of food composition. 
4. Plain creams and sherbets. 
S V 
COURSE III.—Third Year Class, 6 hours a week. 
Fall Term.—1. French term and cooking. Symbols and chemical 
terms. 
3. Fancy fruits and desserts. 
3. Study of obaginious seeds, farinaceous and saccharine pre­
parations. 
4. Care of kitchen utensils. Setting tables. 
Winter Term.—1. Pastry cooking. Special work in Breads. Pas­
try, Cakes. 
2. Study of alcoholic beverages and non-alcoholic beverages. 
3. Review of work of department. 
4. Selection, care and arrangement of kitchen furniture. 
Spring Term.—1. Special work in breads, pastry and cakes. 
2. Complete Inventory. 
3. Care of Dining Room. 
COURSE IV.—Senior Class, 6 hours a week. 
Fall Term.—1. Study of Menus. The usual and average American 









This should be served in five courses. Attention must be given 
to the following points: 
1. The care of the dining room before dinner. 
2. The setting of the table, side table and side board. 
3. Preparation of relishes, bread, water, etc. 
4. Serving the meats. 
Winter and Spring Terms.—Etiquette of serving and carving. An 
essay of not less than 800 words. All books submitted neatly copied. 
Correct all first year students' books and papers. Prepare meals and 
serve to board. 
MILLINERY COURSE 
The knowledge gained in these classes enables women to select or 
make their own hats and bonnets with judicious expenditure of time and 
money, selecting such materials and designs as are suitable for various; 
occasions and individuals. 
1. Millinery—Senior Year and Special Course, 3 J hours per week. 
—Foundation work; Making wire frames, buckram frames of all sorts. 
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2. Senior Year.—Winter Term and Special Course, 3f hours per 
week.—Making, covering and trimming hats, making all sorts of bows. 
Practice, 5 \ hours per week. 
3. Millinery.—Senior, Spring Term, and Special Course, 3f hours 
per week.—Making hats, bows and toques of straw braids over frames. 
Also lace and chiffon hats. Children's hats. 
Practice, 5 hours per week. 
SEWING AND DRESSMAKING COURSE. 
F I R S T  Y E A R .  
1. Sewing; Hand work. Fall Term.-—Use of needle, thimble, 
scissors, thread, etc., even and uneven basting, hemming, gathering, 
bindings or bands. 
Talks on history of needles, thimbles, and different kinds of cotton 
material. Practice, 2\ hours per week. 
2. Sewing; Hand work. Winter Term.—Felling, shirring, ma­
chine stitch, scalloped edges, honey-combing, facing, false hems, 
eyele ts ,  loops ,  gussets ,  tucks ,  p la i t ing ,  e tc .  Lectures .  Pract ice ,  2 \  
hours per week. 
3. Sewing; Hand work, Spring Term.—Buttonholes, buttons, 
hooks, eyes, French hems on Damask, darning cloth, stocknet, stock­
ing web, patching, fancy stitches of all kinds. Lectures. Practice, 
2] hours. 
S E C O N D  Y E A R .  
Sewing-machine Work; Fall Term.—Making plain garments, as 
aprons, Waists, tea jackets, etc. Drafting simple garments for chil­
dren and adults. Three hours per week. 
Winter Term.—Talks on the manufacture of linen, cotton and 
woolen material. Reproducing dressing sacques, undergarments, col­
lars, etc. Three hours per week. 
Spring Term.—Making underwear of all kinds. Cutting and mak­
ing simple garments for children and adults. Three hours per week. 
Art Needle Work. Four hours per week.—Consisting of Mexican 
drawn-work, Kensington stitches, embroidery work. 
T H I R D  Y E A R .  
Fall Term.—Measurements and drafting, 2 \  hours.—Drafting plain 
waists by measurements. Practice taking measures. Sponging and 
refinishing materials, matching stripes and plaids. Five hours per 
week. 
Winter Term.—Reproducing plain garments, binding waists, fin­
ishing lined waists, finishing seams. Dressmaking begun. Five 
hours per week. 
Spring Term.—Dressmaking, 2 \  hours.—Drafting skirts by meas­
urements; how to fit waists both lined and unlined. Making dresses, 
wrappers, etc., 5 hours. 
F O U R T H  Y E A R .  
Fall Term.—Study of color from textures, definitions and pronun­
ciations of technical terms used in dressmaking. 
Dressmaking. Three hours per week. 
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Winter Term.—Reproducing from French and American plates. 
Work continued from first term. Three hours per week. 
Spring Term.—Dressmaking completed; continuation of work from 
Fall and Winter Terms. Latter part of this term is devoted to making 
graduating costumes. Three hours per week. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT. 
Miss H.  F .  KIMBRO,  
Teacher of Housekeeping and Preceptress, in Charge of 
Girls' Dormitories. 
DISCIPLINE. 
We strive to use such discipline as will develop a high type of woman­
hood. Girls are encouraged to do right from principle. They are 
placed on their honor, and conduct becoming ladies is insisted upon. 
The Preceptress lives with the female pupils and is present to ad­
vise and direct them. 
Since we believe a knowledge of the details of household economy is 
essential to the education of every woman, each female pupil is 
required to spend some time every day in caring for the dormitories. 
The health of the girls is a subject of constant care, and pupils are 
taught under direction to care for the ill. 
Plainness and economy in dress are encouraged by precept and ex­
ample. 
We believe experience adds much to proficiency. 
Cleanliness of person, apparel, rooms, and premises is the rule. 
WHAT TO  BRING .—Two blankets or quilts; three sheets, each two 
and three-fourths or three yards long; three pillow cases; one white 
bed spread; four towels; four table napkins; two yards unbleached 
domestic for clothes bag; one pair rubber overshoes; one mackintosh 
rain cloak; one umbrella. 
DORMITORIES. 
The female pupils are housed in two buildings: one, a three-story 
brick building of 36 rooms and nine hallways, with a commodious front 
gallery looking south and extending the entire length of the building; 
the other a comfortable two-story frame building. 
Both buildings are well lighted and ventilated. The rooms are 
heated by box stoves apd there is no extra charge for fuel. 
These two buildings afford good accommodations for one hundred 
and fifty girls. 
The class-work in Sewing, Millinery, Cooking and Music is carried 
on in the frame building. 
In the brick buildings are located the office of the Preceptress, the 
girls' reading room and the girls' reception room. 
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YOUNG MEN'S DEPARTMENT. 
R. L. ISAACS, Monitor. 
DISCIPLINE. 
The aim of this department is to teach the male pupils self-respect, 
self-control, and regard for the rights, feelings, and property of others. 
The boys are required to keep their rooms neat and clean. 
Cleanliness of person, apparel, rooms, and premises is insisted upon. 
A special aim is to inculcate a sense of honor; a regard for truthful­
ness and honesty; an appreciation of duty and personal responsibility, 
and habits of application and industry. 
DORMITORIES. 
Foster Hall, named in honor of the late Hon. L. L. Foster, is a 
three-story brick building containing 29 rooms and three halls. The 
second floor of the Kirby Hall contains 10 rooms; the Pickett Hall 16 
rooms. These buildings afford fair accommodations for ISO boys. 
THE DINING HALL. 
H. C. ALDRIDGE, Steward. 
R. L. ISAACS, Monitor. 
MRS. A. E. BOHANON, Matron. 
The pupils and a part of the teachers take meals in the school 
dining hall, which is large, airy, well-lighted and comfortable. 
The tables are served at meal times by young ladies—students— 
who in this way earn a portion of their school expenses. 
A high standard of social conduct is aimed at. Pupils are con­
strained to cultivate a quiet, genteel, refined demeanor. Boisterous-
ness is discouraged, and anything tending toward familiarity or vul­
garity in conduct or conversation meets with sharp disapproval. 
The Monitor and Preceptress are in constant supervision over the 
pupils in the dining-room. 
The Matron and a corps of girl waiters have the duty of serving 
the meals, waiting at tables, and clearing tables, cleaning dishes and 
setting up tables for the succeeding meal. 
The diet is plain and healthful, with considerable variety both of 
material and preparation. On holidays a special dinner is served. 
THE SCHOOL LAUNDRY. 
E. H. HOLMES, Superintendent. 
E. H. MATTHEWS, Foreman. 
JAMES SANDERSON, Student Assistant. 
The laundry is supplied with steam and equipped with suitable ma­
chinery. 
There are two large cylindrical washers, one extractor or rotary 
wringer, clothes starcher, collar and cuff ironer and mangle. 
The entire washing, ironing and sorting of the clothes for all the 
pupils is done in the steam laundry by the girl pupils, assisted by three 
boys and directed by a foreman and a female assistant. 
Pupils thus have the opportunity of learning a useful calling, while 
doing their own laundering. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION. 
SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is located in 
Southeast Texas, in Waller County, six miles east of Heampstead. 
The situation is commanding and beautiful. The buildings face a 
broad prairie on the south, which runs for miles to the southeast. To 
the west and north lie extensive tracts of timber. Five miles southeast 
is the growing little town of Waller. The Houston & Texas Central 
Railway runs in front of the school, a mile distant, making the College 
easy of access by rail from all parts of the State. 
A constant Gulf breeze, which often becomes a strong wind, in­
sures a pure and healthful atmosphere, and the general health of the 
pupils has been good. 
HOW TO REACH PRAIRIE VIEW. 
Several days before leaving home, students should inform their 
nearest railroad ticket agent that Prairie View Station is in Waller 
County, on the main line of the Houston & Texas Central Railway, and 
find out from him the best route to reach it. Find out also, on what 
day and on what train you will arrive, and notify the Principal of the 
school of your coming. 
OPENING DAY. 
The twenty-sixth annual session opens the second Wednesday in 
September, September 13, 1905, and every student, if possible, should 
reach the College on the opening day. 
MESS HALL. 
All student boarders and several of the teachers take their meals at 
this building in the large dining hall. The aim of the State is to fur­
nish a palatable, healthful diet at actual cost of material and service. 
GIRLS' DORMITORIES. 
The young ladies of the institution are housed in two dormitories— 
one a two-story frame building, with a capacity of accommodating 
forty students, containing music rooms, sewing room and model 
kitchen; the other a three-story brick building of tasteful architecture, 
with thirty-six rooms, large, well ventilated, and neatly furnished. 
YOUNG MEN'S DORMITORIES. 
The Kirby Building has been moved to the west part of the campus, 
and has undergone an extensive and thorough remodeling and repair 
which has made this one of the most useful and tasteful buildings of 
the institution. The upper story contains ten bed rooms for boys; the 
lower, seven rooms, four of which are used for the Chemical and Physi­
cal Laboratory, and the remaining three by classes in the Agricultural 
Department. 
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Pickett Hall and Chapel Hall are frame buildings for the accommo­
dation of young men; one of eight, the other of sixteen rooms. 
A new three-story brick dormitory, Foster Hall, has been built for 
boys in order to meet the growing demand for room. This building 
contains twenty-nine rooms, with good light, ventilation, and furnish­
ings. 
ACADEMIC HALL. 
This hall is a stately building—the main central part being three 
stories-in height and containing, above, the chapel, with a gallery, and 
below, the principal's office, the laboratory, library and reading room. 
Two wings, each of two stories, contain six recitation rooms and two 
Committee Rooms, used solely by the Board of Directors whenever the 
business of the school requires their presence at the Institution. 
THE SHOP. 
The shop of the Mechanical Department is a one-story structure, 
the main room of brick, containing the wood-working outfit, and addi­
tions containing the blacksmithing outfit, engine and boiler, steam 
laundry, etc. 
THE CAMPUS. 
The school campus comprises at present fifty acres, in which the 
above buildings are appropriately situated. Fourteen teachers' cot­
tages are located around the campus. 
UNIFORMS. 
All students, both male and female, are required to purchase and 
wear the school uniform designated by the Faculty. These uniforms 
are required as a matter of economy and to improve the appearance of 
the students as a body. They can be purchased at a reasonable price 
at the institution, and must be worn by all. Young men should have 
a suit of overalls for wear when on duty in shop or farm. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
Three literary societies are maintained by the students of Prairie 
View—the Pansy, the Columbian, and the Philomathian. 
RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES. 
On Sunday morning at 10:30, Sabbath school is regularly held, fol­
lowed by a lecture or sermon. Attendance at these services is obliga­
tory on part of all students. Three voluntary Christian societies have 
been maintained by the students.. The Young Women's Christian 
Association has an organization among the young women, which holds 
a regular prayer meeting on Sunday morning. The Young Men's 
Christian Association is well organized and holds a regular meeting 
Sunday morning at 9:30 in the chapel. On Sunday afternoons at 3 :30 
p. m. the Society of Christian Endeavor holds a topical prayer-meeting. 
The good effect of these societies is seen in the improvement of the 
moral tone, and in the cultivation of a better regard for truth and 
duty. 
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THE DAILY ROUTINE. 
Students rise at 5:40 a.m. From 6 to 6:45 a.m., study hour. 
Breakfast, 6:45 to 7:15 a.m. From 7:15 to 7:45, students sweep, 
dust and arrange their rooms. At 7 :45 a. m. all assemble in the chapel 
for devotions. After devotions students march to their recitation 
rooms. There are six periods of recitations, averaging forty-five 
minutes, and a period of thirty minutes for vocal music. Dinner at 
1 p. m. From 2 to 3 :30 p. m. is the first period for industrial practice; 
from 3 :30 to 5 p. m. the second period for industrial practice. Supper 
at 5:40 p. m. Study hours, 7 to 9:30 p. m. Retiring bell at 10 p. m. 
School work continues on Saturdays until 1 p. m. 
SOME GENERAL RULES. 
The discipline of the school aims to lead its students to self-control, 
and to prepare them for the successful discharge of the practical duties 
of every-day life and citizenship, as well as for the special duties of 
school, farm, shop, and home. 
Promptness to all school duties is required. Neatness and cleanli­
ness are emphasized. 
Students are impressed that intelligent labor is dignified and neces­
sary to all individual or social development. 
No student need come to Prairie View with the idea that it is a place 
to get a certificate to teach, with little real effort. Thorough, con­
scientious work must be done to merit any honor from the institu­
tion. 
No student can leave the grounds at any time, or omit any school 
duty, unless by written consent from the Principal. 
The use of tobacco, and all narcotic or alcoholic stimulants, is for­
bidden, as being a hindrance to the process of education. 
Students whose conduct raises doubt or suspicion of their character 
and motives, may be requested to withdraw from the institution. 
True politeness is the rule of social conduct, and rudeness in speech 
or manner, ill temper, noisy, boisterous behavior, disputes and quarrels 
are forbidden. 
Extravagance and showiness in dress are not approved of by the 
Faculty. A neat, plain attire, and a modest, self-respecting demeanor, 
are expected of each student. Young ladies who graduate are required 
to wear a uniform designated by the Faculty. 
. All students are required to improve their advantages to a reason­
able degree and according to their ability, and when it becomes appar­
ent that a pupil's time is not profitably employed he will be requested 
to withdraw. 
APPARATUS. 
A beginning has been made in securing some of the necessary ap­
paratus in natural science. A laboratory has been fitted up, and an 
opportunity is offered classes in this important branch of a good educa­
tion. Special opportunities will be afforded students who wish to 
study Chemistry as a preparation for the study of Pharmacy and 
Medicine. 
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LIBRARY AND READING ROOM. 
The Reference Library contains a number of carefully selected vol­
umes, and students have ample opportunity for forming a habit of 
reading, and thus broaden their education. In connection with the 
Reference Library is a Reading Room, furnished with a number of the 
leading magazines, and much current reading matter. A separate 
Reading Room has been established for the girls. 
All students have full access to the library and reading rooms at 
stated periods free. 
STATE STUDENTS. 
Each of the State Senators and State Representatives has the right 
by legislative enactment to the appointment of a State student at this 
College. Every appointee must stand an entrancce examination in 
Arithmetic to Percentage, Orthography, English Grammar, and Com­
position, Texas History and United States History, and any appointee 
who fails to show a reasonable degree of proficiency in the above 
branches will be rejected and his place filled by the Senator or Repre­
sentative appointing him. Every appointee must present, on entrance 
satisfactory testimonials of good character. Such State students as 
show a decided ability in scholarship and aptitude for teaching are 
recommended by the Faculty for reappointment. 
Payments of State Students.—Each appointee must pay $55 for the 
session of nine months—$20 on entrance, $17.50 on December 1st 
and $17.50 on March 1st following. 
PAYMENT OF DUES. 
All dues are payable in advance, and in case of failure to meet pay­
ments when due a pupil may be suspended. 
HONORS. 
Students who complete the studies of the full course satisfactorily, 
making required averages, will receive a normal diplama. Said 
diploma has by law the rank of a permanent teacher's certificate 
and is valid during good behavior. . 
First Grade Normal Certificates, valid for six years, and Second 
Grades, valid for three years in the public schools of Texas, may be 
issued to those who complete the required subjects and attain the re­
quired standing. 
In addition to an attendance of at least nine months, and satisfac­
tory class room work and deportment, students must show a commend­
able ability to teach before the honors of the institution are granted. 
The right of a pupil to receive a diploma or a certificate shall be de­
termined by the Faculty, in full meeting, according to such standard of 
scholarship, and the mode of recording the same, as may have been 
previously agreed upon. 
LIBRARY. 
The general library and reading room occupies a space on the first 
floor of Academic Hall. It contains about 2000 volumes of reference 
books, history, biography, poetry, and general literature. Most of 
these books are selected with special reference to the taste of students 
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and young people—and are classified according to the latest methods. 
They are all catalogued on cards, and drawn by all pupils without cost. 
The reading room receives regularly some of the leading newspapers 
and periodicals, and is open seven hours on each week day, two hours 
on Sunday and four hours on holidays. A reading room for girls 
with equal accommodations is located in their brick dormitory. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Mathematics—Arithmetic (Robinson's Complete). Algebra (Shel­
don; Fisher and Swartz). Geometry (Wentworth). Trigonometry 
(W entworth). 
English—English Grammar (Whitney and Lockwood). Rhetoric 
(Genung). Practical Rhetoric (Genung). English Literature (Swin-
ton). American Literature (Watkins). 
Civics and History—Texas History (Pennybacker's). U. S. His­
tory (Barnes). General History (Barnes). English History (Lan­
caster). Civil Government (Young). Economics (McVea). Civil 
Government of Texas (Garrett). 
Natural and Physical Sciences—Manual of Geography (Mauray). 
Physical Geography (Mauray). Zoology (Steele). Geology (Leconte) 
Chemistry (Williams). First Lessons in Physical Science (Avery). 
Physics (Gage). Botany (Bergen). Physiology (Hutchison). 
Pedagogy and Philosophy—School Management (White). History 
of Education Compayre). Pedagogy (Hewitt). Methods (Raubj. 
Psychology (Baldwin). Moral Philosophy (Hickok). 
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LIST OF STUDENTS, 
Enrolled for Session of 1904-1905, by Classes. 
FOURTH YEAR CLASS. 
Armstrong, Ira Flatonia. 
Brown, Ida M Austin. 
Baker, L. M , Horn Hill. 
Boykins, Lillie D Taylor. 
Brown, Theo Myers. 
Cooper, S. E Oakland. 
Rubie, Cobb Waco. 
Cogar, J. C Brookshire. 
Drisdale, Belle... Plum. 
Davis, Emma D Marshall. 
Goree, Wm. H Atlanta. 
Howard, Leonora Palestine. 
Haynes, Ada P Bryan. 
Hill, Annie J Bryan. 
Holston, H. S : Marlin. 
Kirkpatrick, Sophronia Mooreville. 
Lindsay, C. E LaGrange. 
Marshall, S. C Manor. 
McCoy, Jno. I Carmine. 
Moss, Rosa Mae San Antonio. 
McDonald, S. N Mexia. 
Russell, Sarah E '. Austin. 
Robinson, Myrtle Sherman. 
Randle, Violet M Brenham. 
Rutledge, Florence . Gladish. 
Smith, M. Katrina San Antonio. 
Sanford, J. A. S Marshall. 
Sykes, Arthur Sherman. 
Shelvin, Mamie Yoakum. 
Thompson, Frank Palestine. 
Webb, Olive M Columbus. 
Younger, Isa O Corsicana. 
THIRD YEAR CLASS. 
Brown, Nellie El Paso. 
Brown, Mrs. M. A. M Clarksville. 
Bradley, Ardelia Hempstead. 
Barrett, C. A Geneva. 
Berry, L. B Houston. 
Barrett, J. W Geneva. 
Bell, Eldred Gonzales. 
Castle, Robert Bryan. 
Cass, Maria Weatherford. 
Chatham, R. C Hempstead. 
Cleaver, D. T Lone Star. 
Clarkson. J. W Halsted. 
Caviel, Florence Fort Worth. 
Catchings, R. M Houston. 
Chance, T. F Elgin. 
Daniels, Arflonia Houston. 
Davis, Arlone Viesca. 
Davis, Cora L Crockett. 
Edwards, Etta Waco. 
Franklin, Lelia A Arthur City. 
Ford, Wm Bryan. 
Furlow, Chas Cameron. 
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THIRD YEAR CLASS (Continued). 
Flood, Mamie Huntsville. 
Green, Oscar Franklin. 
Grant, Gracie Victoria. 
Hubert, Amanda L Waco. 
Hooper, Lilla Shelbyville. 
Hampton, Ella R Denton. 
Isaacs, Thomasina Oakland. 
J-ones, T. J Gonzales. 
Johnsoh, Eddie Waco. 
Jackson, Gertrude Webster. 
J.ones, Eva L Fort Worth. 
Jones, W. E San Augustine. 
Johnson, Fortune Hempstead. 
Johnson, Annie V Waco. 
King, H. F Crockett. 
Kitchen, Stella Port Lavaca. 
Kemp, T. J ' Hempstead. 
Lawson, J. M Sealy. 
Locust, G. W Patterson. 
McCollough, Lulu Bryan. 
Miller, T. W Kilgore. 
Mims, Cleopatra Calvert. 
McCoy, Essie C Jefferson. 
McMullen, M. J Milford. 
Montgomery, Katie Hempstead. 
Montgomery, Hattie Hempstead. 
Moten, C. J Winchester. 
McKinney, M. L Navasota. 
Qrviss, Myrtle Huntsville. 
Phillips, Gertrude Brackettville. 
•Peel, Marion Daingerfield. 
Payne, R. P Hackberry. 
Pratt, Maud Greenville. 
Perry, Etta Mae Houston. 
Peters, Louis Duke. 
Pickett, Benj • Sour Lake. 
Pigford, Mattie Mexia. 
Parker, Thomas W Brownwood. 
Russell, Jno. A Holland. 
Robinson, Mahala Orange. 
Robbins, Floyd M Brenham. 
Rutledge, Carrie Gladish. 
Smith, Minnie L Ravena. 
Snow, Emmett Galveston. 
Selby, Jno. G San Antonio. 
Sydney, M. E Hackberry. 
Sampson, Emma Carmine. 
Stewart, Geo. J Eagle Lake. 
Sampson, Nellie Navasota. 
Stafford, Cleveland Lone Star. 
Thomas, Johanna Ennis, 
Weaver, L. G Waco. 
Whitby, Wm Goliad. 
Webb, Ivor Columbus. 
White, I. N Bryan. 
Wells, C. H Kilgore. 
Wyatt, Bogie Prairie View. 
SECOND YEAR CLASS. 
Ambron, Ed. I Hempstead. 
Armstead, Abram Lovelady. 
Brown, R. M Center. 
Biggs, Mattie Tyler. 
Border, Elizabeth Elderville. 
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SECOND YEAR CLASS (Continued). 
Barnes, Sylvia Cleburne. 
Brumby, F. L San Antonio. 
Blackburn, G. B Round Rock. 
Blackshear, ^Vm Prairie View 
Doyle, J. M. . Klondike. 
Davis, M. B Nacogdoches. 
Davis, Jonie B Piano. 
Douglass, Rosa M Coesfield. 
Epperson, N. G Franklin. 
Embers, S. E Clarksville. 
Gilder, Isaac Woodville. 
Guinn, Elvis Fort Worth. 
• Grant, Lizinka Dewberry. 
Gibson, Zola Marlin. 
Gragg, Alery M Anneta. 
Hunter, Elnora Navasota. 
Hooks, Eva Hubbard. 
Harris, Ovila C Waco. 
Hubert, W. F Houston. 
Harris, Jennie Howth. 
Hubbard, Oliphant Weldon. 
Jackson, Bessie Corsicana. 
Jones, Hattie B Huntsville. 
Kinney, Walter Yoakum. 
Kizzee, Emma v Franklin. 
Luper, W. H Van Alstyne. 
Lenoir, Mrs. Emma B Lufkin. 
Luck, Mattie San Marcos. 
Lockett, Mrs. C. L Cuero. 
Lightfoot, Gus Tyler. 
Lister, Lonnie Ennis. 
Mitchell, Cornelia Alto. 
Maynard, Bessie Lockhart. 
Montgomery, Edna Hockley. 
Montgomery, Hillard Hempstead. 
Maynard, B. K Lockhart. 
Nelson, Eugene Paris. 
Neal, Grade Rockport. 
Orum, Cornelia Clarkson. 
Owens, W. C Gilmer. 
Pearson, Charles Mexia. 
Pyle, Lillian Kaufman. 
Perkins, Emma B Goliad. 
Richards, J. H Prairie View. 
Robinson, Wm Bryan. 
Rolligan, Emory. . . .". .Nacogdoches. 
Read, Matilda J ' Vilas. 
Raymond, J. C Simonton. 
Sanford, J. W Edna. 
Slater, Louis W oodville. 
Smith, S. S. . . .s ... 1 Edgar. 
Sampson, Mattie L Carmine. 
Sargent, Ernest McCraven. 
Smith, Geo Pitt Bridge. 
Sims, Bertha Fort Worth. 
Sanderson, J. C. S Houston. 
Storm, Jeddie L Caldwell. 
Scroggins, Ola Austin. 
Smith, Maggie Rosenas. 
Tompkins, Wyatt Hempstead. 
Toliver, Carrie San Marcos. 
Taylor, Hennie Houston. 
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SECOND YEAR CLASS (Continued). 
Thomas, Celia Pelham. 
Taylor, A. L Ennis. 
Traylor, M. A Houston. 
Taylor, L. M Ennis. 
Williams, Cora H Elderville. 
Washington, Bertha O Montgomery. 
Wiley, Cleo. C Waco. 
Woodard, Ruth Fort Worth. 
Willis, Bessie L Velasco. 
FIRST YEAR CLASS. 
Archer, Ernest Hempstead. 
Alexander, Clara Terrell. 
Allen, John Edgar. 
Baker, Caleb . . Lockhart. 
Blanks, Elizabeth Uvalde. 
Burford, Ivory Columbus. 
Bright, Cora Beaumont. 
Brooks, Viney Yoakum. 
Biggins, Jimmie Ennis. 
Bowman, Bertha Canton. 
Branch, Elliott Brenham. 
Barron, Maud Bastrop. 
Boyd, Anna Corsicana. 
Blackshear, Ed.die Prairie View. 
Elnora, Benning San Antonio. 
Cozine, Belle Greenville. 
Cox, Ruth E Cotton Gin. 
Curtis, Chas Tyler. 
Caviel, A. B Victoria. 
Cox, Nannie Ferris. 
Carrol, Wm • Ennis. 
Campbell, Ada M Littig.. 
Coffee, J. K Peyton. 
Carter, Hattie Mexia. 
Drisdale, Susie Plum. 
Doolittle, Ida Lampasas. 
Dhniels, Abel Kilgore. 
Estell, J. L Waco. 
Edgar, Gracie V .Taylor. 
Edwards, David Calvert. 
Elliott, Maggie Deadwood. 
Fisher, Susie A Huntsville. 
Fisher, James Scrap. 
Franklin, Delia Tadmore. 
Fisher, E. G Huntsville. 
Fitch, M. E Greenville. 
Giles, P. E Yoakum. 
Gerald, Mary Marlin. 
Green, Henry Overton. 
Green, John W McKinney. 
Galloway, John S Burkville. 
Green, Letitia Houston. 
Hickey, Urissa V Giddings. 
Henderson, Lannie Orange. 
Hill, Frank Kaufman. 
Hamilton, Luther: Rosebud. 
Hardemon, Henry Fort Worth. 
Jemison, Jennie Weatherford. 
Jones, Rosa L San Antonio. 
Jenkins, Eliza I Eagle Lake. 
Jones, Barney R Mineola. 
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FIRST YEAR CLASS (Continued). 
Jones, Lucy Lyons. 
Jackson, Johanna Marlin. 
Kirk, Fannie Corsicana. 
Kelley, A. D Houston. 
Kelley, C. A Kosse. 
Kelley, Guerselda Cotton Gin. 
Kerr, Edward Bastrop. 
King, Australia Prairie View. 
Lattimore, W. B Rusk. 
Lee, Gustavia Prairie View. 
Lucas, Susie Giddings. 
Lee, A. V Midway. 
Ledbetter, Eva Rockdale. 
Lister, Leonard Ennis. 
Milligan, Lennie Beaumont. 
McCoy, Valeria Fort Worth. 
Mattewer, Mary S Huntsville. 
Middleton, Pearl E Bellville. 
Mason, Mary Hockley. 
Martin, Geo. W Rockwall. 
Morris, Jno. W Prairie View. 
McCrea, Christine Waco. 
Osby, Mattie Washington. 
Pickett, Alice Taylor. 
Paterson, Pearlie G Columbia. 
Ray, Lillian Jefferson. 
Richardson, R. C Bethany, La. 
Ricks,-T. P Hearne. 
Sampson, Seth Carmine. 
Simmons, Stephen E Burkville. 
Smith, Wallie Dallas. 
Simmons, Olean San Marcos. 
Smith, Josephine .Grant. 
Spears, Georgia Gladstone. 
Scott, Ida Retreat. 
Scott, Willie Retreat. 
Smith, Miles Nacogdoches. 
Sweeney, Paul Liberty. 
Toliver, Linda Gladish. 
Tompkins, Sam'l Hempstead. 
Tompkins, Nancy « : Hempstead. 
Thompson, Mozelle Carmine. 
Tucker, Lillian _ .......,......• . . Ennis. 
Travis, Jewel ' San Antonio. 
Taylor, C. E Edna. 
Thomas, C. H 
Wormley, Eva Giddings. 
Williams, James C Cold Springs. 
Weaver, A. M Waco. 
Walsom, Alabama Athens. 
White, Rubie .' Anderson. 
Williams, Minerva San Antonio. 
Walthall, Lucy A Clarksville. 
Walthall, Mary S Clarksville. 
Wood, Arizona Rusk. 
Wheeler, L. R Marlin. 
Wyatt, Mamie Hempstead. 
Woods, James Chenango. 
Williams, Surlinda Riverside. 
Wallace, Josephine Palestine. 
Yarborough, H. B Nacogdoches. 
(4) 
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PREPARATORY CLASS. 
Alfred, H. A Beaumont. 
Anderson, Emily • Aquila. 
Battle, Lennie Ennis. 
Bates, Bertha Wichita Falls. 
Butler, D. A Overton. 
Bell, Anita B' Houston. 
Bridge, Addison Galveston. 
Brown, Louis Independent. 
Cass, Alonzo Cold Springs. 
Calhoun, Myrtle Ennis. 
Caldwell, Emerson Round Rock. 
Cox, Perry .' Cotton Gin. 
Coffee, S. R Peyton. 
Christopher, Marcus Houston. 
Harden, Australia El Paso. 
Everett, E. R McKinney. 
Frazier, Geo Magnolia Springs. 
Foreman, Ellis Bonner. 
Green, Essie West Point. 
Glover, Rosa L Sunny side. 
Glenn, Ella Orange. 
Hardeway, Marvin . Ponta. 
Huff, Edmund Nunnsville. 
Hodge, Dennis Houston. 
Holmes, Pullem Sunnyside. 
House, Augusta Rosebud. 
Hunt, Sullie Houston. 
Henderson, Geo Island. 
Hoard, Mary Waxahachie. 
Hammond, Lee Calvert. 
Holly, Robt. H San Antonio. 
Henderson, Chas 
Hunter, Evelina Navasota. 
J ones, E ddie Arnic aville. 
Jones, Gertrude San Antonio. 
Jones, Callie Alto. 
Jackson, Lucius Huntsville. 
Jones, Chas Myers. 
J'ackson, Richard Sunnyside. 
Johnson, Arthur Sunnyside. 
Jones, L. L Houston. 
Jones, Mattie Washington. 
Keller, Geo , Addison. 
Kennard, Eva Gaveston. 
Kitchen, Thornton Port Lavaca. 
King, R. K Cuero. 
Laws, Nellie Caldwell. 
Locust, Nathan Patterson. 
Luper, Monroe Van Alstyne. 
Mitchell, .Anderson Anderson. 
Martin, James Dawson. 
Madison, Emma Graball. 
Motley, Lulu Chappell Hill. 
Moseley, Routine.- Crockett. 
Overton, Mattie Waco. 
Owens, M. M Gilmer. 
Pyle, Delia Kaufman. 
Phillips, J. A Seguin. 
Pigford, Janie Mexia. 
Robinson, Lulu B • Meridian. 
Roark, Carl Ennis. 
Richards, Birdia Corsicana. 
Reynolds, W. H Prairie View. 
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PREPARATORY CLASS (Continued). 
Scott, Celestine Houston 
Sells, Ed Jasper. 
Turner, Bertie Richardson. 
Tate, John Whitewright. 
Thomas, Chas Pelham. 
Williams, Geo. B Quitmann. 
West, Ella Ennis. 
Walden, Golie L Athens. 
Wells, Dora Kilgore. 
Wagner, James D Coolidge. 
Wyatt, Willie Hempstead. 
Wallace, Fred Calvert. 
Williams, Lorenzo Denison. 
Webb, Nellie Waco. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS. 
Beattie, J. W Gainesville. 
Bell, Hallie Houston. 
Campbell, Marcella B Houston. 
Downman, Alma t China. 
Ellis, Ollie Houston. 
Harkum, Ida Port Lavaca. 
Hunt, Sullie Houston. 
Jones, Juanita Houston. 
Kerr, Lola. . Bastrop. 
Love, Eva San Angelo. 
Thurman, Ada v Winnsboro. 
/ • 
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STATE STUDENTS, SESSION OF 1904-1905. 
BY SENATORIAL DISTRICTS. 
District. Appointees. Post office. Appointed by. 
1 Lillian Ray Jefferson Hon. J. R. Wilson. 
2 J. R. Doyle Klonkike Hon. J. T. Patterson. 
3 Lelia Franklin Arthur City Hon. Travis Henderson. 
4 Bessie L. Willis Velasco Hon. J. L. Harbison. 
5 Eleanor M. Hunter Navasota Hon. Tom M. Cain. 
6 Bertie Turner Dallas Hon. W. C. McKamy. 
7 B. R. Jones Mineola Hon. R. M. Stafford. 
8 Cora H. Williams Elderville Hon. C. L. Brachfield. 
9 G. Lucille Walden Athens Hon. J. J. Faulk. 
1 0 Eva M. Hooks Hubbard Hon. A. M. Douglass. 
1 1 Ovila C. Harris Waco Hon. Seth Mills. 
1 2 Seth N. McDonald Mexia Hon. A. J. Harper. 
1 3 W. B. Lattimore Rusk Hon. J. I. Perkins. 
1 4 Gertha Sharp Jasper Hon. J. T. Beaty. 
1 5 Bertha O. Washington..Montgomery Hon. A. W. Morris. 
1 6 Ollie Ellis Houston Hon. A. G. Lipscomb. 
17 ... 4 lDan'! Hempstead I Hon R y Davidson. 
( brnest Archer Hempstead J 
1 8 Olive Webb Columbus Hon. D. A. Paulus. 
19.. . \ *£?•?• £itt Bridge j Hon. J. M. Hale. \ William Robinson Bryan j J 
2 0 Annie Pickett Taylor Hon. J. H. Faubion. 
2 1 Bessie G. Maynard New Braunfels Hon. Jos. Faust. 
2 2 S. A. Kitchen Cuero Hon. A. B. Davidson. 
2 3 Tucker Jones Gonzales Hon. John Willacy. 
24... \ iRoSf,L' JRneSn f"1 ) Hon. Marshall Hicks. J F ranklena Bumbrey. . . San Antonio J 
2 5 Nellie Brown El Paso Hon. J. W. Hill. 
2 6 Thomas W. Parker Brownwood Hon. Arch Grinnan. 
2 7 Alberta M. Weaver Waco Hon. R. W. Martin. 
2 8 Arthur Frazier Magnolia Springs... Hon. W. P. Sabastian. 
}H°°- »• *• 
3 0 Florence Caviel Fort Worth Hon. W. A. Hanger. 
3 1 M. E. Sydney Hackberry Hon. G. W. Savage. 
BY REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICTS. 
1 Jesse Muckleroy Park Hon. W. C. Rochelle. 
2 James Fisher Scrap Hon. G. A. Trice. 
, I *Marvin Peel Daingerfield ln T m ti r 
3"' \Geo. Stewart Eagll Lake } Hon' J' W' Bolm' 
4 Lillian Pyle Paris Hon. W. M. Hodges. 
4 . . . .Alonzo Carmack Brenham Hon. E. A. Calvin. 
5 Anna Wallace Greenville Hon. A. T. Stell. 
6 Emma B. Sampson Carmine Hon. J. A. Worsham. 
7 Willie Goree Atlanta Hon. J. W. Hurt. 
8 Essie C. McCoy Jefferson Hon. L. S. Schulter. 
9 J. A. S. Sanford Marshall Hon. W. M. Blalock. 
1 0 W. C. Owens Gilmer Hon. B. A. Ragland. 
1 1 George Williams Winnsboro Hon. T. H. Napier. 
1 2 Mattie Biggs Tyler Hon. W. H. Marsh. 
1 3 D. A. Butler Overton Hon. W. T. Potter. 
1 4 Lizinka Grant DeBerry Hon. J. R. Jones. 
1 5 Dora Wells Kilgore Hon. S. J. Hendrick. 
1 6 Arizona Wood Rusk Hon. F. B. Guinn. 
•Resigned. 
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BY REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICTS—(Continued). 
District. Appointees. PostofKce. Appointed by. 
1 7 M. B. Davis Nacogdoches Hon. V. E. Middlebrook. 
1 8 R. M. Brown Center Hon. S. L. Ramsey. 
1 9 Amanda L. Hubert Waco Hon. W. B. O'Quinn. 
19 . . . .J. C. Williams .'. .Cold Springs Hon. S. M. Davis. 
2 0 Emory Simmons Kirbyville Hon. B. F. Bean. 
2 1 Isaac Gilder Woodville Hon. E. B. Pickett. 
2 2 Lannie C. Henderson.. .Orange Hon. R. C. Duff. 
2 3 Emmett Snow Galveston Hon. Ed. F. Harris. 
23 . . . .Myrtle Orviss Huntsville Hon. Jno. E. Linn. 
2 4 Mea E. Perry Houston Hon. Patrick Egan. 
24 . . . .W. F. Hubert Houston Hon. Geo. B. Griggs. 
2 4  . . .  .  R o s a  L .  G l o v e r  S u n n y s i d e  H o n .  R o c k w a l l  H o s k i n s .  
2 5 Louis Peters Duke Hon. Lon. A. Hagan. 
2 6 Mary S. Mattawer Huntsville Hon. W. D. Adair. 
26 . . . .Emma Davis Marshall Hon. Hayne Nelms. 
2 7 Hennie C. Taylor Crockett Hon. C. C. Stokes. 
2 8 Frank Thompson Palestine Hon. G. R. Fowler. 
2 9 Alabama Walsom Athens Hon. H. T. Gilliam. 
3 0 Bertha Bowman Canton Hon. M. G. Sanders. 
3 1 Delia D. Pyle Kaufman Hon. W. D. Brown. 
3 2  • •  • { S K f t S S S : H » D  J -
3 3 Maud Pratt Greenville Hon. Wm. Pierson. 
33 . . . .Belle Cozine Greenville Hon. O. C. Mulkey. 
3 4 Minnie L. Smith Ravenna Hon. J. Cunningham. 
34. ... L M. Baker .-. Klondike Hon. A. P. Barrett. 
35... Annie J. Hill Bryan Hon. I. M. Standifer. 
35. . . . Myrtle Robinson Sherman Hon. J. C. Wicks. 
35. . . . Arthur Sykes Sherman Hon. J. D. Woods. 
36 Grace Edgar Taylor Hon. J. D. Cottrell. 
36 .. . .Elgin R. Everett McKinney Hon. J. N. Grisham. 
3 7 Vallie W. Smith Dallas Hon. Curtis Hancock. 
37 . . . . Lennie Milligan Beaumont Hon. T. B. Love. 
37 . . . . W. B. Williams Seguin Hon. J. S. Strother. 
3 8 Louis Slater Woodville Hon. J. W. Reece. 
3 9 Vennie Cox Ferris Hon. J. B. Hemphill. 
39 . . . . Wm. Carroll Waxahachie Hon. J. M. Aldedice. 
4 0 Isa Younger Corsicana Hon. Richard Mays.. 
.40 . . . .Marcella Campbell Houston Hon. W. T. Holsey. 
4 1 Ruth E. Cox Cotton Gin Hon. R. J. Edwards. 
4 2 Chas. Pearson Mexia Hon. W. M. Bryant. 
4 3 Albert Lee Midway Hon. Jerry Randolph. 
4 4 Rubie E. White Anderson Hon. J. McD. Meachum. 
4 5 I. N. White Bryan Hon. J. L. Fountain. 
4 6 Violet Randle Brenham Hon. T. A. Love. 
4 7 U. V. Hickey Giddings Hon. J. M. Johnson. 
4 8 J. L. Storm Caldwell .Hon. A. C. Murray. 
4 9 Pearl Middleton Bellville Hon. C. C. Glenn. 
5 0 Ivor Webb Columbus Hon. J. R. Wooten. 
5 1 P. E. Giles Yoakum Hon. Ed. Tarkington. 
5 2 S. S. Smith Edgar Hon. T. J. Ponton. 
5 3 James Woods Chenango . .Hon. E. L. Perry. 
5 4 Gracie Grant Victoria Hon. O. S. York. 
5 5 Viney Brook Yoakum Hon. Jno. M. Green. 
56 | *Cla|ra Br WWte Gonzales 1 Ron p A1 Schlick. 
" (Tucker Jones Gonzales / 
5 7 Mozelle Thompson Carmine Hon. Max Meiten. 
5 8 Ira E. Armstrong Flatonia Hon. J. R. Kubena. 
5 9 Marcella A. Campbell.. .Littig Hon. S. J. Isaacks. 
6 0 Caleb Baker Lockhart Hon. Lea Beatty. 
6 1 S. C. Marshall Manor Hon. A. W. Terrell. 
•Resigned. 
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BY REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICTS—(Continued). 
District. Appointees. Postofficc. Appointed by. 
61 . . . .Sarah Russel Austin Hon. Jno. L. Peeler. 
6 2 Lillie D. Boykins. . . .Taylor Hon. W. F. Robertson. 
6 3 Carrie M. Toliver San Marcos Hon. C. C. Pearson. 
6 4 Chas. Furlow Cameron Hon. G. S. Miller. 
6 5 Normar G. Epperson. . .Franklin Hon. J. E. Crawford. 
6 6 Cornelia Orum Clarkson Hon. E. F. English. 
6 7 J. A. Anderson Marlin Hon. G. W. Brown. 
6 8 *Eddie Johnson Waco Hon. Pat M. Neff. 
68 . . . .L. G. Weaver Waco Hon. H. B. Terrell. 
« » • • {  E y S S f i T : : : : : : :  g 3 f „ u d : : : : : : :  J T - T -  < * - » .  
69 . . . .Cleo. Wiley Waco Hon. J. S. Ainsworth. 
7 0 John A. Russell Holland Hon. W. T. Shannon. 
70 . . . .Matilda Reed Rogers Hon. H. P. Robertson. 
7 1 Arthur Prather Gatesville Hon. J. F. Tharp. 
7 2 Janette McMullen Milford Hon. S. R. Boyd. 
72 . . . .Emily Wils Aquila Hon. J. W. Stollenwerck 
7 3 Sylvia Barnes Cleburne... Hon. E. A. Rice. 
7 4 Lula B. Robinson Meridian Hon. W. M. Knight. 
7 5 Ivory Burford Columbus Hon. J. J. Bennett. 
7 6 J. I. McCoy Carmine Hon. Phil Jackson. 
7 7 Maria Cass Weatherford Hon. H. S. Morgan. 
7 8 Valeria McCoy Fort Worth Hon. Clarence Stewart. 
78 . . . .Elvis Guinn Fort Worth Hon. W. D. Williams. 
7 9 Ella R. Hampton Denton Hon. Emory C. Smith. 
8 0 Bessie F. Binkley Decatur Hon. Gayle Talbot. 
8 1 Rosa Douglass Coesfield Hon. J. C. Murrell. 
8 2 Chas. Lindsay LaGrange Hon. H. P. Brelsford. 
8 3 Belle Drisdale Plum Hon. G. F. Daugherty. 
8 4 Ernest Sargent Washington Hon. W. P. Gibbs. 
8 5 J. W. Battie Gainesville Hon. J. T. Rowland. 
8 6 Geo. Frazier Magnolia Springs. .Hon. J. M. Rieger.. 
8 7 Eliza Jenkins Eagle Lake Hon. H. E. Chesley. 
8 8 Ida Doolittle Lampasas Hon. G. S. Gray. 
8 9 J. K. Coffee Peyton Hon. J. W. Baines. 
9 0 Olean Simmons San Marcos Hon. Ferg. Kyle. 
9 1 J. A. Phillips Seguin Hon. F. C. Weinert. 
9 2 Jno. G. Selby San Antonio Hon. Chris. Callan. 
92 . . . .Rosa M. Moss San Antonio Hon. J. F. Onion. 
92 . . . .Julia Travis San Antonio Hon. T. D. Cobbs. 
•»•••{ :::: SSjSSfc t-
9 4 Gracie D. Neal Rockport Hon. W. F. Timon. 
9 5 J. C. Cogar Brookshire Hon. W. J. Russell. 
95 . . . .Ruth Woodard Fort Worth Hon. F. W. Seabury. 
9 6 G. B. Blackburn Round Rock Hon. J. O. Nicholson. 
9 7 Lizzie Blanks Uvalde Hon. Hal. Savier. 
9 8 Bessie Kelley Center Point Hon. H. M. Nowlin... 
9 9 Gertrude Phillips Brackettville Hon. J. R. Sanford. 
10 0 M. K. Smith San Antonio Hon. W. W. Bridges. 
10 1 D. T. Cleaver Lone Star Hon. W. J. Miller. 
10 2 Eva Love .San Angelo Hon. C. B. Hudspeth. 
10 3 Leonora Howard Palestine Hon. W. J. Bryan. 
10 4 Floyd Robbins Brenham Hon. S. R. Crawford. 
10 5 Cleo. C. Mims Calvert Hon. J. C. Roberts. 
10 6 Bertha Bates Wichita Falls Hon. W. B. Ware. 
10 7 Rubie Cobb Waco Hon. J. W. Davis. 
10 8 Bertha Sims Fort Worth Hon. L. L. Hudson. 
10 9 Emma B. Perkins Goliad... . Hon. J. L. Brown. 
•Resigned. 
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SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
ADMISSION EXAMINATION, FIRST YEAR. 
UNITED STATES HISTORY. 
1. Name and locate the first four permanent settlements made by Euro­
peans in North America.. 
2. Tell the story of John Smith. Who was Pocahontas? Who King Phil­
lip? Who William Penn? Who Roger Williams? 
3. Who settled Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New York, Texas? 
4. What became of the French and Spanish possessions in the new world? 
5. What did Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, do? Who were the Tories? 
6. What was the Missouri Compromise? The Dred Scott Decision? What 
the Monroe Doctrine? 
7. What were the armies fighting about at Quebec, at Yorktown, at Gettys­
burg? How were the questions settled? 
GEOGRAPHY. 
1. Define meridian, tropic and zone. Locate and define the prime meridian. 
2. Name the coast forms of land and water. Locate three of each. 
3. What is the difference in the heating of land and water, and why ? Give 
resulting effect upon climate. 
4. In what part of the world is wheat grown? Corn? Rice? 
5. Name the form of government and three colonial possessions of each: 
Russia, United States, Great Britain. 
6. How long is the steamship route from New York to Manila by way of 
Suez Canal, and what are the intermediate ports? 
7. How do you go from St. Petersburg to Odessa by water? 
8. Locate high and low Europe. Give the natural divisions of the surface 
.of North America. 
ARITHMETIC. 
1. In three weeks a man ploughed a field; the first week he ploughed £ of it, 
the second week } of it; what part of the field did he plough the third week? 
2. If 3 J cords of wood can be bought for twice as many dollars, how many 
can be bought for $31.50? 
2J/3.75 
3. equals what? Solve by fractions. 
21+4.25 
4. What is the product of If and its reciprocal? 
5. Three persons bought 18 tons of coal and divided it so that the first had 
.375 of it; the second T\, and the third the remainder. How many tons did the 
third man get? 
6. A Mexican dollar is worth $J£; how many Mexican dollars must be 
given in exchange for three cows valued at $72.50? 
7. £ and f of a yard is what fraction of a mile? 
8. Add to 3| lbs., 8f oz. and 2.55 dwt. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
1. Explain the difference between a thought and a sentence. -
2. Define and illustrate a Simple sentence, a Complex sentence, a Com­
pound sentence. 
3. Analyze this sentence: "Whatsoever ye would that men should do to 
you, do ye even so to them." 
4. Illustrate three different uses of the infinitive. 
5. Explain and illustrate the difference between a noun clause and an ad­
jective clause; between a clause of reason and one of cause. 
6. Write a brief essay upon this subject: The Uses of the Eyes. 
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SAMPLE EXAMINATION FOR SECOND YEAR. 
UNITED STATES HISTORY. 
1. Indicate the parts of America claimed originally by each of the European 
nations. Why were they so claimed? 
2. State the motive and causes of each charter change in the Virginia 
Colony. Tell of the Bacon and Clayborne rebellions. 
3. Show difference in causes and results between King William's War and 
the French and Indian War. 
4. What questions growing out of the French and Indian War helped to 
bring on the Revolutionary War? Show how. 
5. Name three difficulties that stood in the way of the treaty of peace at the 
close of the Revolutionary War. How? 
6. Locate and tell how and when the United States made each addition to 
its territory since 1800. 
7. Why is foreign immigration encouraged by the United States? What 
restrictions and what prohibitions are put upon it? 
8. What is the Monroe Doctrine? What called it forth? On what oc­
casions has it been applied? 
ARITHMETIC. 
1. A bought a sack of sugar weighing 150 lbs. at 5|c a pound; B made 10 
purchases of IS pounds each at 6c a pound: Who made the better deal and what 
per cent did he save? 
2. A man drew out of the bank f of his money, and expended 30 per cent of 
50 per cent of this for 728 bushels of wheat at I1.12J a bushel: Find amount left 
in the bank. 
3. For what sum must a note payable in 60 days be drawn to produce $493, 
when discount is at 8 per cent ? 
4. A note of $650, dated March 2, 1869, and payable April 1, 1870, was dis­
counted February 3, 1870: What were the proceeds? 
5. Find the square root of f to four decimal places; of 9J ten-thousandths. 
6. A horse is tied to a stake with a rope 30 feet long: Find area of the flat 
of land on which he feeds. 
ALGEBRA. 
1. Divide a4 — 81b4 by a — 3b. 
x2 <— 2x -(- 1 
2. Change to a mixed or integral expression: (a) ; 
x2 — 2x + 1 16 (3x2 _|_ i) 2 — 1 
(b) ; (c) 
2 + 1  4 x  —  1  
m2 — n2 m — n ' 
3 . equals what ? 
3 3 c + d 
4. Simplify: (a) 1— 1 lla2 — 22ax 
; (b) 
1 + 1 33 (a2 — 4x2 ) 
x 
5. A house and garden cost $850; five times the price of the house was 
equal to twelve times the price of the garden: Find the price of each. 
6. How many 10-cent pieces and how many 25-cent pieces must be taken 
so that 70 pieces shall make $10? 
Application for Admission to the Prairie View 
State Normal and Industrial College, 




Post Office Address 
Age : 
Sex 
Class Applied for -
School attended last session, if any 
Did you leave honorably? — -
Are you in debt to any institution you have previously attended? 
Have you arranged for the prompt payment of all school dues? 
Name two Merchants or Bankers in your community who will 
vouch for your ability and honesty to meet your school obliga-
REMARKS: 
All students will be required to present certificates of good 
health and moral character. 
